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VOL.6.
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REASON

Instance Where Logical Man
Gave the Impression of
Being in Earnest.
By CLAUDINE

8ISSON.

He found Miss Amy Logan In a
huddle on the ground and insensible.
The fall had dislocated her shoulder.
Mr. Clinton dashed Into the house
by the kitchen door and shouted. No
one at home. He ran through three
rooms and came to the camphor bottle. It la among the equipment of
every farmhouse In the land. He re
turned to the girl and held It to her
nose and then sprinkled her face with
It By and by she opened her eyes
and looked at him wonderingly.
"Hurt?" he asked.
"Shoulder."
"I was In the road when you fell.
Are you all alone here?"
"Tee."
"Telephone In the house?"
"Tea."
"I don't know beans about first aid.
but something must be done. I think
you have a broken arm and I shall
telephone the doctor."
"Doctor Arnold three rings.
In five mlnutea Mr. Clinton 'was
back again to say:
"Now we must get you Into the
house and onto the lounge I saw In
the sitting room. Careful, now. Put
your arm well around me and walk

"In cms war la declared, what la
the logical conclusion T" asked tbe
professor of his class.
,
"That, some one Is going to get
hurt," was the reply.
"And In case of an earthquake?"
"That buildings will be shaken
down."
. "And In case of love?"
"That matrimony will follow."
"And In oaBe of pinching the tiger's
tall at the i oo?"
"You get the bounce."
"Correct, gentlemen. Always reason
from loglo aud you will always be
right."
Mr. Fred Clinton, a young man of
Z4, had been using logic for many alow.
months when he set out to walk
But I don't know you!" protested
across the country, a distance of 80 the girl as she hung back.
miles, for a visit to his old aunt. He
"That's logical. Since I Uve miles
found nothing to reason about until away and never passed this place be
within four miles of his Journey's fore It follow that you dont know
end. Then, as be was passing a farm' my name la Clinton. Keep innanng
nouse of the better class, he saw the camphor and brace up against
something that halted him. A young any falntness. Here we are, and now
girl was on the roof of the
let me set you a drink of water, la
mending a leak. . Her back was to It the arm or the shoulder?"
wards him, but he saw that she had
"Shoulder."
three or four shingles and a hammer
"It'a dislocated, but that's, a heap
and nails.
better than a broken arm. ' There a
a house a quarter of a mile back.
There might have been men-folk-s
working In the field, but they were Let me run there while waiting for
not In sight There might have been the doctor and fetch a woman."
a mother In the house, but If so .she
"If you would he so kind, . but
gave no sign.
don't quite understand yet"
Oh. you will later on. I've got it
"Now, then, here Is logic, and here
are conclusions," said the wayfarer all figured out It's a case of loglo
The young man returned, accom
as ha sat down to watch and wait
"A girl on the roof with shingles, panied by a farmers wife. Just as the
hammer and nails means that the doctor drove up.
"What'a up?" asked the M. D.
roof leaks. It also means that she Is
"Girl got a dislocated shoulder.'
taking a rink,
,
"Who telephoned?"
"If she pounds her thumb, which
"I did."
she is almost sure to do, she will yell
"What did you want to swear for?"
out Darn It!' and roll off the roof.
"Logic. The man who aweara over
"If her foot slips she will clutch
and claw and scream, but go down the telephone wire gives the Impres
sion to the receiver that he is very
just the same.
"No girl will climb up on the roof much In earnest, and that he'd better
of a shed If she knows there's a man do eome hiking."
Mr. Clinton sat on the veranda
around. If she sees one after she
gets' up there she Is startled and In while the doctor and the woman car
her baste to get down slips, sljdes, ed for the patient By and by the
girl's thanks were sent to him, and
and comes down
"Any way you fix It. the loeical eon' he waa asked to call In a week a time,
elusion la thaP there Is pure to be a If he could make It convenient, and
fall here. Now, then, the girl la he went away whistling and not even
perched about 14 feet from the posted as to the girl's name.
"But odds Is the difference," he
ground, and the ground is hard. There
are nine chances In ten that she said to himself. "It may be Jonea or
breaks a bone. At any rate, she will Brown or Baker now, but It's sure to
get a hard Jar. She will need some be Clinton after a while."
When the aunt waa told the ad
one to hold the camphor to her nose
and call some one from tho field. It venture she replied:
"Why, that's the Logan girl!"
may be necessary to. telephone or send
'
"But why the exclamation?"
for a doctor.
"Because they are the nabobs ot
"I am at hand. I am the It It's for
v
me 'to do and dare. I don't save her the country."
"Well?"
life, but she thinks I do,' so it's all
the same. When a girl thtnlp she ' "And she turned down several of
owes her lire to a young man what fers of marriage." '
"Well, again?"
does she do? The logical conclusion
- "And you are no nabob.
Don't be
Is admiration, gratitude. love.
"And when a young man has been foolish, Fred, and fall in love."
"I'm not a nabob, but I'm a logicalled upon to save the life of
staving loosing girl tbe same emo cian, and the logical conclusion Is that
tions are aroused and the same con I shall marry .her. Can't beat loglo,
elusions must prevail. If I go on and Aunty."
He managed to bear from aome one
she does not see me I won't be at
hand when she falls; if I remain I add every day as to Miss Logan's Imto her risk. There Is no loglo here, provement, and when he was told
and there are no conclusions to be that with her arm In a sling ahe was
'
drawn. It Is a case of even up, and walking about the housu and grounds,
he drove over to pay h's call. When
I shall stay."
Five minutes after the young man he had been received In a very
had finished his soliloquy the girl friendly spirit and Identified himself
changed her position to get at her Miss Logan said:
"Did you tell me that you were
work the better, and there was
scream and she went sliding. Her passing by as I fell?"
"Not exactly passing by, but sit
fingers dragged over the dry shin
gles, and when tbe edge was reached ting down and waiting for the logical
conclusions."
she took a drop.
"And they came?"
"Conclusion the first Is all right!"
"They did.' The girl who mounts
said Mr. Clinton as he started on the
run to the rescue."I must tickle the a roof to make repairs will not escape
a fall one time In fifty."
professor by writing him a letter."
"

"How silly ot me to get up there?
The roof leaked, but the Idea of re
pairing It was a sudden freak. Did
your loglo tell you what to do after
fell? I've been thinking It over.
and I wonder that you got along so
well."
'I knew there wonld
be logical
conclusions," laughed the young man.
"Oh, I'm very, very thankful."
"That's one conclusion."
"And grateful."
"That's number two."
"And and I really admire the calm
way you managed things."
"That'a number three."
"But bat la there any more?"
He said there was, but he would de
lay the telling of It until aome other
time.
Several montha later he said, "It'a
only logical that I want you for a
wife."
'Then you must look out for conse
quences!" she laughed as ahe gave
him her hand.
"Loglo and Its consequences maka
happiness!" said the professor when
he had read tbe letter.
(Copyright, 1911. by the McClure News
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Telephone Three Miles In Air.
. A telephone exchange three miles
la the air. This station, said to be
tbe highest In the world, la In the
meteorological observatory on the
top of Mont Rosa In the Pennine
Alps, 15,450 feet above sea level. At
this elevation enow Is always found,
and advantage is taken of the high
insulation given by dry snow, the
wires In the last section, at the peak,
being simply laid on the snow covered
ground. To prevent breakage by
(lacier mvemeDta the lint 1m carried

through rings on the telephone poles.
The poles are short and are taken
down at the end of every summer season and replaced at the beginning ot
the following summer.
Speed of a Rabbit
rabbit can travel at tbe rate of

v

A

paper Syndicate.)

NOTHING NEW IN THE WORLD
Evils
What Are Called Present-DaReally Date Back to Beginning
of Time.
y

It la not only In modern daya that
the cry haa been raised against 1m
pure foods or that the makers of food
stuffs have attempted to adulterate
their products by the Injection of un
wholesome materials Into their arti
cles.
Far back In the daya when Rome
swayed the world many of the so- called present day evils were preva
lent Divorcee were more common
then than they are today; at one time,
In fact, divorcee became ao ordinary
an occurrence that a woman who had
not been divorced at least once was
pointed out aa a curiosity. And the
adulteration of foods waa another
everyday matter.
In the writings of that day can be
found accounts of the evils, and Pliny
tells of the. manner In which the bakers In Rome mixed the dough of their
bread with a white earth, which was
exceedingly soft when touched and
very sweet to the taste. In thla manner they were able to put out a food
stuff that waa fine In appearance and
had weight, and yet It cost them little
or nothing In the making and had prac
tically no food value.
Wines were another product which
were ad alt era ted to an amazing ex
tent. Even the wealthiest among the
Roman nobles could not be at all sure
that the expensive wines they bought
were made of pure grape. Even the
wlnea that were Imported from the
colony of Oaul, now France, and which
were considered to be the finest In the
world, were artificially colored by
aloes and other drugs.
Deceptive weignta ana raise meas
ures were used continually, and al
most all the modern tricks of the trade
were practiced. It can truly be said
of this, as of all other things, that
there la nothing new under the sun.
Jerrold'a Quick Wtt '
Douglaa JerroId was one of the best
known Victorian wits one of the men
who said instanter the things which
others think of an hour later. In the
book produced' by hla grandson are
some speclments of tbe quick wit ot
other times.
At a club supper, when sheep'
heads had provided the chief dish, one
enthusiast exclaimed:
"Well, sheep's' heads for ever, aay
.

II"

"There's egotism!" quietly remark'
ed Jerrold.
Dining with a friend, he was asked
how he liked the port
"Not much," he replied.
"Not much!" echoed the host "Why,
my dear fellow, It's Hedgea and But- ler'a best."
"Possibly." said Jerrold; "hut to my
taste it partakes more of tbe hedges
than the butler."
overhauled the automobile he crowded
on a little more speed and this put
the rabbit out ot the race. As the scared
animal turned out of the road he lost
his balance and turned turtle, rolling
up against a fence. San Jose corres
pondence San Francisco Chronicle.

Willie Wist.
fifty-fivmiles an hour. This was
Sunday School Teacher And what
proved here, when one of the little animals made that rate A speed for should we do after breaktug a com
Willie? Willie Muzzle
half a mile in front of the motorcycle mandment,
of County Traffic Officer Eml'.e Agras, de papers and hire a good lawyer.
who waa chasing a apeader. As Agras Lilt
e

.

UNDER CRUST

NO. 48.

17, 1913.

FOR TWO PIES

Mlxturo That Adds to Savor of Dell- clous Confection Worth all the
Trouble It Involves.
Mix
h
teaspoon each of salt
and baking powder with one cup of
alfted pastry flour. Measure one heaped tablespoon each of butter and lard,
and if tbey are soft spread them out
on a plate and chill them. Then chop
hem Into the flour until well mixed.
Wet with' cold water to a Btiff dough
that may be all taken up clean from
the bowl. Toss out on a floured board
and pat It down until half an Inch
thick and a long, narrow ehape.
Dredge It with flour and roll It over
Into a thick roll. Divide In the middle, turn each piece over and pat It
out flat, and If the paste sticks and is
soft, lay It away In a cold place till
firm and hard. Then roll out gently,
keeping the shape round and even,
and roll It a trifle larger than the
plate, for aa you lift the paste it win
shrink slightly, tnd It Is better to
push It back toward the center of the
plate if too large tian to stretch It to
the edge if too smiill. Lift the edge
and press the paste down In the cen-- '
ter that there may be no bubbles of
air underneath. If you have the knack
of keeping the paste round as yo roll
It there will be no edges to be trim
med on and no waste. Use tin or
granite plates and merely dust them
with flour, greasing Is unnecessary.
Remove the pies to earthen plates
when baked.
This paste will make a very tender
upper crust, good enough for every
we
day pies, but for Thaaksglvlng
use puff paste.

IN

OF TURKEY

PLACE

80ME SUBSTITUTES THAT WILL
BE FOUND EFFECTIVE,
(

one-fourt-

SOME

IDEAS ABOUT COOKERY

Improving the Flavor of Fish Cream
for Baked Beans Preparation
of Delicious Rice Omelet
When fish of unpronounced flavor Is
to be boiled It Is Improved by the ad
dition of vinegar to the water. If the
fish is Inclined to be tasteless half a
pint of vinegar to an ordinary kettle ot
water will not be too much.
An old New England housekeeper
haa a cupful of rich, hot cream ready
to stir Into the baked beans when they
come from the oven and before they
go to the table.
Creamed toast in one family 'a prepared In thla way: The bread Is toasted and kept hot In a corered d'sh.
Then a white sauce Is made In tbe
usual proportion of a cupful of rich
milk or cream to a tablespoonful each
of butter, and flour, with salt to season. At the last, when the sauce Is
thick, two tableepoonfuls of grated
cheese are stirred in, a teaspoonful of
Worcestershire sauce and a dash of
paprika. It is poured over the toast. '
To prepare a rice omelet as one
cook does It, make a white sauce with
a cftpful of milk and two level
each of cornstarch and butter. Stir In three well beaten yolks
and a cupful ot hot boiled rice Fold
in the stiffly beaten whites of tbe
three eggs, season with paprika and a
trace of nutmeg, and cook In the regular omelet pan. - Serve with red cur-

Chicken Pie Properly Made Is a Cel.
Icacy That All Will Appreciate
To Prepare and Stuff Roast

1

J.
(i

"

Ducks.

Dress, clean and cut

Chicken Pie.

up as many chickens an needed. Put
a kettle on range with three pints of

'

water; as soon as water reaches the
boiling point add chicken, a few pieces
at a time, otherwise the boiling will be
stopped, and the water thus cooled
will draw out so much of the flavor
that the chicken will become tasteless.
When all Is added, cover and cook
slowly until meat Is tender, adding
f
tablespoonful of salt dur
ing the last half hour of the cook
one-hal-

ing.

Remove chicken and discard skin
and hone of the larger bones. Strain
stock, skim off fat and- then cook until reduced to four cupfuls. Thicken
h
with
of a cupful of butter
d
of a cupful of
mixed with
flour. Season with salt and pepper.
Arrange chicken in serving dUh, strain
over gravy, let stand over night and
reheat for serving. Make a decorated
cover of a rich pie crust It Is much
better to bake the paste separately
and reheat before covering the pie.
If you decide to cook turkey, king ot
the Christmas dinner, he should be
ordered some days before he In wanted. Call upon your butcher In person and give him your order, telling
him how large a bird you want and insisting that he be. the best of hla kind.
No cold storage fowl for this
but one that Is healthy, fat and
Arm, yet tender, with fair flesh and
smooth, dark legs and a breast bone
that yields slightly when pressed by a
light finger.
Roast Ducks. Clean and stuff and
truss a pair of ducks, place on a rack
In a dripping pan, sprinkle with salt
and pepper, and cover breast Of each
bird with two thin slices of fat salt
pork. If wild ducks are nsed. bake
twenty to thirty mtnutei; in a very
hot oven, basting every Ave mlnutea
with fat In pan. If doraestlo ducks
are preferred, reduce the heat and
hours. Garbake one and
nish with water cress.
Stuffing for Wild Duck. This stuffing is not eaten; it Is simply added to
Impart flavor, and couslsta of thres
small onions put Into body of each
bird or apples pared, cored and cut In
quarters and removed before serving.
-

one-fourt-

one-thir-

one-fourt- h

Stuffed Cabbage and Pork.
Take a small, firm white cabbage,
clean and wash In between the leaves
without breaking apart put In water
and boll for 15 minutes. Take out and
very carefully turn hack the leaves
and curl under until the center la
open. Then very carefully put in a
stuffing of raw, chopped pork (fresh
pork). Lay in a little, then lay leaves
back, then a little more, then turn
back more leaves and season, until
cabbage Is all filled. Then carefully
put the cabbage back Into the cloth
rant Jelly.
It was first boiled In, bring corners
Put
together and fasten securely.
Stuffed Fresh Shoulder.
back Into uolltng water and boll again
Stuffed fresh shoulder is quite a for 50 minutes or an hour. Then renice dish. Have the shoulder boned move carefully from cloth, pour over
and stuff as you would turkey. Save It a rich cream or egg sauce and serve
Veal can be
all the small pieces that will not sllee hat. Also nice cold.
up good. Run through meat chopper, used In place of pork.
cup bread
add two potatoes, one-hal-f
'
Veal Croquettes.
crumbs and a little gravy if you have
Put two cups finely chopped veal In
some left and salt and pepper. Make
into little cakes, dip In bread crumbs, a saucepan, add two tablespoons ol
then In beaten eggs, then in bread fine bread crumbs, one teaspoon ol
crumbs again, and fry brown in deep butter, the beaten yolks of two raw
eggs, one taaspoon of onion Juice, one-hal- f
fat
teaspoon of salt, one saltspoon
paprika and a speck of mace. Stir the
Mock Mince Pie.
thoroughly
One cup each of sugar, molasses, mixture over the fire until
cool. Shape
to
aside
Bet
then
heated,
fine,
rolled
crumbs
cracker
water and
Into crouuetteB, dip In beaten egg, roll
cup butter or lard,
cup vinegar, pinch salt, two eggs, In fine crumbs, let stand one or more
one teaspoon mixed spice. Bake with hours and fry until well browned.
Serve with tomato sauce.
two crusts. Make two plea.
table-spoonfu-

.

,

one-thir-

one-quart-

d

Salad Dressing.
Four teaspoonfuls of sugar, one
f
of mustard,
of salt, two eggs, one-hal-f
cup of
up of melted butter, one-hainegar, one cup of milk. Mix the
augar, salt and custard together in a
wwl, add eggs well beaten, then set
Kwl over steam ot kettle, and add
nelted butter slowly. When it thick-tn- s
add vinegar very slowly, then
when It is as thick as cream add milk
slowly, stirring all tbe time. Cook until as thick aa heavy cream. Let cool.
U will thicken more after It cools-one-hal-

lf

Curtain Hints.
When "doing up" lace curtains fold
and starch
the
them lengthways
edges only. In this way an economy
In starch Is effected, the curtains look
better and they do not so quickly wear
Into holes as when starched all over.
When buying window shades get an
pxtra set of catches. Put one set at
the UBual place, the other about a
foot lower. In cold weather hang the
shades on the lower catches and leave
tbe window down from the top. .This
rives perfect ventilation and prevents
tbe shade from blowing about
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PUTTING HIM WISE.

Cough, Cold

Dan C. Savage, Ed. A Rub.
KENNA

:

NEW

Mot stove baseball U a great aport
aud nobody gets hoarse cheering It
-

It will be funny If the huge cotton
crop does not make silk skirts cheaper.
A contemporary says there are 4,000
poets In this country. Who supports

"em?
Ad u tiki sued girl has delivered a
Iccturo on the decline of chivalry.
Gee. the must be homely.

Thpre Is no question but what It
was a tough who assaulted the Chicago girl who lost two teeth In biting
him.
Love of animals, says a New York
specialist, Is a dleease. That New.
port society circle must be an awfully
unhealthy set.
100,000 to
A Dostonlan has donated
combat college athletica. Probably It
will be used to start chess, checkers
and plngpong tournamenta.
A Kansas City women's Jury returned a verdict in three hours in a case
in which a male Jury previously had

disagreed. They
talked out

must
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Sloan's liniment gives)
quick relief for cough, cold,
Coarseness, sore throat,
croup, asthma, hay fever
and bronchitis.

DUlLLOcj

HERE'S PROOF.
Ma, Ai.bkbt W.Paioa,of Fradonla,
Ran., writes I W us bloan's i,lnt-nie- nt
la tha family and And It an
relief (or eolda and hay fever
at tauk,. It stops aotighinf and anna
lug almost lustajtUyr

47 WlA.PADfORI

One reason why life In
portance.
small placea is not more attractive. Is
the lack of modern conveniences in
the borne. How much better it is to
build a small house, thereby saving
money enough to Install a water system with a pressume tank, plumbing,
Do you mind II I kiss your
RELIEVED SORE THROAT.
bathroom, and hot and, cold running hand?"
Mrs. h, Brkwer, of Modellq, Fla.,
water in as many placea in the house
writes! " I bought od bottle of your
"Not In the least, but you ought to
I.lnlnient and It did me all the food ia
as you want It. Such conveniences
the proper place.
the world. My throat was very aora,
Compactness, neatness, and conveni- cost no more In the country than they know that Isn't
and
It ourad me of my troub.'e."
,
put
you
ring."
where
the
ence, combined at the same time with do in the city. They must be paid for That's
feacommodlousness, are the striking
wherever they are enjoyed. We don't
GOOD FOR COLD AND CROUP.
False Alams.
Ma. W. H. Strahob, 8721 Klmwnnd
tures of the cottage design here pre- get things for nothing. Houses in tha
"They say that Wombat Is a genAvenue,
Chicago, 111., writes i "A litsented. The house has three bedtle boy next door had eroup. I gav
ius."
l
mother Sloan's Liniment to try.
rooms upstairs. There Is more cozy
the
"Nothing to that story.
It's a
She Rave hlra three drops on sugar
I
I
comfort tucked away under this roof
before going to bed, and ha got up
canard. I loaned him a dollar once
without tha eroup la the morning."
and within these four walls than is
right
paid
me
and
he
beck
all
1
'a
i
A
ordinarily found in two bouses.
Prtoo,
2BO; 60o., $UOO
enough."
study of this little plan will easily
convince a person that It la not necesSloan's
Mind Reader.
B
jaro on
sary to build a great big house in orTreatise
Straphanger
out!
Look
First
,on the
der to accommodate a good-sizefammmm sassssa
You're treading on my feet!
Horse
ily. Five bedrooma la unusual, even
Second Straphanger Beg pardon!
sent free.
In a regular
house; but we
I also prefer to ride in a cab. Judge.
have them here In a cottage 30 feet
wide by 46 feet long, costing $1,800 to
Words of the Aviator.
2,200 according to the prices of labor
"So you took a flyer in the stock
aDd material In the place where It Is
JOED WOOf
market?"
built.
"Yes," answered the regretful-lookinThis little cottage la not only cozy,
man, "and hit an air pocket"
neat, and comfortable, but Is supplied
with modern conveniences, and looks
ASK FOR ALLEN'S
well
There Is a great deal In looks.
the Amlaeptio powder to ahak Into your
If the house is a "good looker," tha
ahoea. Relieves Coma, Bunlona, Ingrowing
Nalla, Bwollen and Bweatlna; feet. Blisters
owner can put up with some incon26c.
Bold evrywhere,
and Callous spots.
veniences In regard to size or arrangeDon't accept any aubstltuta. ' Sample FREE.
eRoy,
S.
Olmsted,
N.T.
Adv.
Allen
Address
'aW7BMm"I---;'MM-1'''- "
ment; but this house is also well
8econd Floor Plan.
planned for comfort
Even Job's wife never asked him
In this arrangement the dining room city rent for enough to pay the li
Is the room of the house. It Is living terest on the cost, to pay the salaries to remove the tacks from the parlor FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS
If yon feet "on of aorta" "fon downnor"ot tha
room, hall, reception room, and a room and sometimes the other "perquisites" carpet.
btuos," suffer from kidney. bladdernervonedTiteasea,
chronlo weaknesses, ulcers, hkln erupllons.pt lea.Ao.,
of general utility. There la no objec- of public officials, and the necessarj
Mrs.
Soothing
fornif FHUHbook. Uistnemost Inatrnctlv
Symp
for
Children
Wlnslow's
tion to making such a dining room an- funds for a great deal of unnecessary teething, aoftena the guma, reduees Inflamma- write
medical bonk ever written. It tells all about theae
and the remarkableen res effected bytbeNew
swer so many useful purposes, pro- work. Water for a city houBet costs tion, allaya pain .cures wind colic. Ko a bottle. Aiv. disease
No. I. No.1, No.i
KrenchKaml"THEKAPI)N"
and yoacan decide fur yourself If It Is the remedy for
vided the room Is well kepi. A lot of from $5.00 to $100.00 a year, according
out aliment. Don't Send a cent. It's absolutely
Dr.I.eClerrMed.
KBH.
bousecleanlng la needed where there to the rates prevailing,' the size of the
A man can never remember what a Co.,
iiaverstock Kd.a UswpaUsil, IssSta, ssa.
ia so much being done In one room; bouse,' and the quantity of water used. girl said when she proposed to him.
but It saves the rest of the house. It
A windmill
with the necessary
DEFIANCE STARCHprobably costs no more labor to keep pumps and a pressure tank to supply
package
It takes a good pugilist or a poor other starches only 11 ounces -!.
same price and
minister to put his man to sleep.
DKFIANCI" IS SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and Rive advice FREE OF"
COST on all subjects pertaining; te
lubject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
ks Editor. Author and Manufacturer, h'j
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
m all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
178
West
to William A. Radford, No.
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, 111., and only
stamp for reply.
snclose two-ce-
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An Idaho feminine Jury adjourned
court at noon to go home and get dinner. And still there are those who
say Jury duties would Interfere, with
woman's work.

g

Two Chicago detectives were obliged
to give up after chasing two merry
Iron workers up and down the skeleton of a skyscraper. They were up
In the air, all right
A Pomeranlam dog got stuck In a
ralnspout In Philadelphia, and a patrolman used a can opener to rcsicui
It. That policeman knew how to get
the ltd oft. all right
A Chicago doctor says appendicitis
Is to be treated without a surgical operation. But an anaesthetic will be
needed to. relieve the patient of his

bankroll afterwards.
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.t

the same as

now.

Apparently Franc i Is getting ready
vauuevllle comedian.
for the ten-ceOne of lta savants has prepared a
dictionary of the monkey language
and made a collection of monkey
iongs.'
Columbus woman, knocked down
by a street car, recovered to find that
her deafness of ten years was gone.
Quite likely the first thing she heard
was an automobile honking for her to
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The Bronx too Is the proud possessor of a wild ass that kicks 72 times
to the minute. Wouldn't It be a fine
thing to stand some of the New Tork
police officials back of It, and see It
they'd get into action!

Somebody shifted lead Into the
place of $50,000 worth of British sovereigns In transit and England Is as
much amazed as the boy seeing the
rabbit come out of the silk bat

'
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It Is held by a Gotham Judge that a
man need not support bis wife who
moves Into the second flat of their
Must
building and remains there.
have based bis decision on the theory
that she was too uppisn.
this one main room In order than to
distribute the work over several othas
beta
auch
of
that
One feature
ers. There Is no stereotyped plan of
which compels a man to push a pea- keeping house In the United States.
nut along the sidewalk for four city We have a good many styles of
blocks, with a sausage. Is the proba- houses, and they all have some merits,
bility that the winners will also get so long aa the roof sheds water.
Dobs helping to run the country.
The advantagea in a house ' 'e this
are the saving in expense in UK . coat.
It is reported that a Milwaukee man and a aaving in beating every winter
has Invented a system where he can as long as you live In It It la an admake milk from timothy hay without vantage to have the kHchen abut away
the aid of the cow. An Improvement
over some milk dealers, who have attempted to make It out of water.
A Parisian chemist has discovered
a dye for dresses that changes color
hourly. A time saving device for society matrons who heretofore have remade their toilette each hour.
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Suffragettes In New Tork, forbidden to speak at a big exhibition, have
Invented the "voiceless speech." This
idea ought to take them enthusiastically in the average domestic arena.

It Is rumored that the dog biscuit a
Paterson woman fed her guests were
not dog biscuits at all. They were
simply her first attempt, and she hit
First Floor Plan.
on that excuse to hide her failure as
maker.
a biscuit
from the main part ol the

bouse,
where it Is cool In summer. When the
A contemporary reminds us that the porch Is used as a sort of kitchen anEnglish sparrow is largely responsible nex, as it probably would be by most
for the disappearance of the horsefly housekeepers, the arrangement Is esBless you, we bad Innocently supposed pecially attractive.
The water supply to all houses that
tha disappearance of the bone had
are built lo villages and country
something to do with It.
question of erloui in- placet li

n 4h r vy

a bouse the size of this one, would not
necessarily cost more than $200 or
$300.
The same windmill that sup
plies the house may be used to pump
water for other purposes if on a
farm, to water stock; If In a village,
the water may be supplied for street
sprinkling, or It may be sole! to a
neighbor.' The interest on the cost of
the plant would be from $22.00 to
$30 00 a year; the repairs, little or
nothing.
.
There Is no need of doing without
modern conveniences in the house because one happens to live in the country or a small village. With a rainfall of forty lnchea during the year,
which Is about the average for the
greater part of the United States, the
roof of this cottage house would collect 800 or 900 barrels of water, which
would be more than enough for the
uSe of the family. A circular cistern
10 feet across and 10 feet deep. woulA
bold about 175 barrels, so that, by
running the water from the roof Into
a good cistern, sufficient water could
be collected without having a well or
other aupply unleas wanted for drink
ing purposes. Rain water Is all right
for any purpose If It Is properly saved
In a good, clean clsters that Is pro
vided with the proper filters. Cisterns
are not deep enough to Involve much
labor In getting the water out A
hand-pumwill answer very well for
a small house, to keep the bathroom
supplied; but there should be a stor
age tank somewhere. This may be a
plank tank, copper-lined- ,
up In the at
tic; or It may be a pressure tank In
the cellar or In the ground outside
Either arrangement Is good If well
put tn and taken care of afterwards
Pressure tanks are the latest and
the most satisfactory equipment when
they art mechanically rtaht la tvty
'

When a woman suffering from some form of feminine
disorder is told that an operation is necessary, it of course
frightens her.
The very thought of the hospital operating table and the
surgeon's knife strikes terror to her heart, and no wonder.
It is quite true that some of these troubles may reach a stage
where an operation is the only resource, but thousands of
women have avoided the necessity of an operation by taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. This fact is
attested by the grateful letters they write to us after their
health has been" restored.
These Two Women Prove Our Claim.

Cary. Maine. "I feel It a duty I
owe to aU suffering women to tell
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound did for roe. One year ago
I 'found myself a terrible sufferer.
I had pains in both bides and such a
soreness 1 could scarcely staighten
tip at times. My back ached, had
no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then I would be so
tired mornings that I could scarcely
get around. It seemed almost impossible to rriove or do a bit of work
and I thought I never would be any
better until I submitted to an operation. I commenced taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
aoon felt like a new woman. I had
, no pains, slept weU, had good appetite and was fat and could do almost

t

all my own work for a family of
four. I shall always feel that I owe
my good health to your medicine.
Mrs. Hatwasd Sowkbs, Cary, Ma
Charlotte. N. 0

"I

was

ia bad

health for two years, with pains in
both sides and was very nervous. If
I even lifted a chair It would cause
a hemorrhage. I bad a growth which
the doctor aaid was a tumor and I
never would get well unless I had
an operation. A friend advlaed me
to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I gladly say that
I am now enjoying fine health and
am the mother of a nice baby glrL
You can use thla letter to help other
suffering women." Mrs. Rosa. Slats,
10 vvyona St., Charlotte, N. O.

Now answer this question if you can. Why should a woman submit to a surgical operation without first giving Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial ? You know that
it has saved many others why should it fail in your case?
For 80 Tears Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for feo one sick with woman's ailments
male Ills.
does Justice to herself If she does not try this famous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
has restored so many suffering women to health.
to LTDI1 E.PI7TKB1M MEDICIITE CO,
f"""VvVrit
(C0SriDKKTIlL)LTSII,)14SS..foradrloe,
opened,
Your
read ana answer tu
letter will be
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CHAPTER XI. Continued.
"Mr. Clyde." he said, with no more
.

emotion than he might have exhibited
had I told him I wished him to sell for
me a Chinese bronze on commission.
"Mr. Clyde, I do not see, exactly, why
you come to me."
"I came at Mr. Mow's suggestion." 1
explained. "He tells me you kflow the
Chinese of New York as no one else
does."
"The police, I should Bay," he returned, "know the class you seek better than I. Why not go to the police?"
It was not easy to explain to himI
to the police, for
vhr I had not gone
did not care to reveal all that we
feared, and how we dreaded mat
which police pursuit might precipi"Because." I began, after a mo
ment's hesitation, "I believe the whole
thing Is a mistake. I believe that
thpse Involved in the plot must booh-.- r
nr later find out It Is a mistake. If
the aid of the police Is enlisted, the
fact that a mistake has been made
will not be any extenuation. My, object Is to find the plotters, prove to
them that they are In error, promise
and recover my
them immunity,
friend."
"What you have told me," said Yup
Sing, speaking slowly, "Is not enough.
If you will tell me everything. I will
let you know what I think. You must
give the names and the places and the
dates."
I did give him the names and tho
places and the dates. Mow Chee'had
told me I could rely upon him, Implicitly, and I told him all, without
reservation. I gave him even the letter, the only one of the three that remained to us the last letter In which
the final threat was made.
As I look back on It. now. I cannot
understand why I did this. It was the
only piece of proof, the only clue left.
And yet,' when he asked to keep it
for a little, I consented without so
much as a demur. I argued, I suppose, that he was a reputable merchant, with an established bustaess,
and that, therefore, treachery on his
part was not to be considered.
"And your friend," he said, as be
folded the paper, "was never
In
China T"
"Never," I affirmed.,
"How do you know?"
"He. has told me so."
It was neither a smile nor a sneer
which floated for Just a moment across
features. It was a
those sphinx-liklook of pitying tolerance, a patronizing
gleam, merely, from the small, deep-se- t,
almond eyes. Ono of England's
greatest actresses, in speaking of the
said: "They look as if
Chinese, hthey are alwys thinking, 1 have lived
before you; I shall live after you.
That was ho Yup Sing looked then.
But be mere. said:
e

,

-

half-colum-

last.
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Robert Cameron, capitalist,
consult
Phillip Clyde, newspaper publisher, regarding anonymous threatening letters he
haa received. The first promises a sample
of the writer's power on a certain day.
On that, day the head Is mysteriously cut
from u portrait of Cameron while the latter li In the room: Clyde has a theory
that the portrait was mutilated while the
room was unoccupied ana tne neaa inter
removed by means of a string, unnoticed
py uameion,
n;veiyn urayson, amerwn a
filete, with whom Clyde Is In love, finds
the head of Cameron's portrait nailed to
a tree, where It waa had been used as a
target. Clyde pledges Evelyn to secrecy.
Clyde learns that a Chinese boy employed
by Phlletuif Murphy, an artist living
nearby, had borrowed n rifle from Cameron's lodgekeper. Clyde makes an excuse to call on Murphy and Is repulsed.
He pretends to be investigating alleged
Infractions of the game laws and speaks
if finding the bowl of an opium pipe under the tree where Cameron's portrait
was found. The Chinese boy Is found
dead next morning. While visiting Cameron In his dressing room a Nell Owynne
shattered. Cnmerpn
mirror Is mysteriously
a result of the
becomes seriously 111 as appears
mysterihock. The third letter
bed. It makes
Blck
ously on Cameron's
of Cameron.
direct threats against the lifeenvelope
was
Clyde tells Cameron the
and
empty. He tells Evelyn everything trip.
yacht
on
a
plans to take Cameron
The yacht picks up a flsheiman found
gives
drifting helplessly In a. boat. He disapthe name of Johnson. Cameron
la
s
back
Clyde
pears from vacht while
Is made for a
turned. A fruitless searchcaptain
beJust
motor boat seen by the
fore Cameron disappeared. Johnson Is allowed to go after being closely questioned.
to an ePpf
Evelyn takes the lettera pronounces
Chinese literature, who
ass stance
yde
seeks
C
origin.
of Chinese
o 'ege student
from a Chinese fellowto Yip
Sing,
most
him
who recommends
York. The
prominent Chinaman In New
of
Information
seek
to
promises
latter
Cameron among his countrymen.

tate.

slowly, from first to
Then he smiled.
"I have that box in my cellar," he
said. "It contains woolen underwear
shipped to me from Lowell, Massachusetts."
But I scarcely beard him, for my attention was on the swiftly moving
brush of the little Chinese maid, as,
deftly handled, it now blocked out
with bold black strokes a silhouette
upon the piece of rice paper before
her a familiar silhouette of a short,
clumsy curved boat with broad

the
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"Very well. I will learn what I can."
"Soon?" I begged. "Very soon?"
He stood up. an Imposing figure In
his purple silk.
"Come to me tomorrow evening.
Not here, but at the Chinese restaurant on Doyers street Come at nine
o'clock."'
From my pocket I drew out the copy
of the afternoon paper, and pointed ta
the article about, the Celestial and the
mysterious box.
"Do you suppose that could have
any bearing on the matter?"
I

CHAPTER XII.
"We Were In Peking Together."
At my evening conference with Evelyn Grayson, reviewing the , day's
events, I dwelt with some Insistence
upon the singularity of that episode at
Yup 81ng's.

It was Impressively significant." I
maintained, "even if it was only a
coincidence. Incidentally it convinci
me that nothing escaped Mr. Yup's observation. I had no Intention of re
ferring to my discovery. I chose rather to have him think I had not noticed
the figure the child was painting. But
my choice was not to be gratified. He
knew that I had seen and noticed it;
and so, to relieve the situation, he
frankly directed my attention to the
symbol, explaining that what I had regarded as mysterious was most commonplace. 'It Is one of the flest things
that Chinese babies learn to draw,"
he went on. 'it Is like the pothook and
hanger of the American primary
schools. First they draw houses, then
ships, then men; and the houses, the
ships and the men are all llk. iimr
as are your A's, your B's, and your
s. And when signed to a letter," I
queried, 'what does your ship stand
tor?' He shrugged his lean shoulders
in a manner almost Gallic. "Who shall
say?' he returned."
"And do you believe h nnhnk
and hanger explanation?"
Evelyn
asKea, pointedly. It was her way to
probe at once to the heart of a matt
"I can't say that I am altogether
convinced, i answered,
"in spite of Mow's nthllRlnstln
encomium, I was not very favorably
impressed ny Yup Sing. His wall of
reserve Is too high and too thick. It
Is neither scalable nor
penetrable.
And yet he stands well. I believe, in
the community."
We sat In the music room, whera a
fire of drift wood wove a woof of
green and violet strands through the
red warp of the blaze, for the weather
had turned chill. Evelyn wore a clinging gown of black panne velvet, with
purple orchids at her waist. It had a
wonderfully mature effect for one so
young as she, but It was not unbecom-Ing- .
Indeed it effectively accentuated
the deep raw gold tints of her hair
and added to the .transparency of her
unwonted pallor. I was marvelling
once agsln over her outwardly bravo
In spite of the constant
anxiety of which pallid cheeks were
the only visible sign, when she said:
"1 was sure we should hear from
Captain MacLeod today."
"He has probably met nth rough
weather." I consoled. "It ltn't child's
play rounding Point Judith it this season, you know."
"Rough weather or not," she insisted, "he must have reached Gloucester
by now. And If he found I eter Johnson, or if he didn't, he was to telephone, you remember."
"Gloucester is something of a
place," I explained, adopting the vernacular. "It includes no less than
eight villages and five thousand men
are engaged there in the fishing Industry. MacLeod can't be expected to
learn In five minutes whether a man
named Peter Johnson Is one of the
five thousand."
"But the whole community would
know If one of their number had such
an experience as he Just passed
through." And for this argument I
had no answer ready.
Fortunately, however, none was required of me, for at that . moment
steps were audible crossing th hull
and when our eyes turned 'downward
tbey encountered the dapper figure of
Louis, Cameron's French valet, halting respectfully on the threshold.
"Mademoiselle." he said, howlnr
"mats volci des lettres qui Jat trouve."
And we saw. then, that be carried a.
tin despatch box.
Evelyn directed him to olace It
on the table by which, she sat. It
seemed that she had not given over
the Idea that the letters for which we
had searched so diligently on Sunday
were somewhere In
and
bad directed Louis to bring to her
anything in the way of writing that
he could lay his bands upon..
i
the-hous-

He had found the despatch box. he
told us, hidden away behind some seldom employed volumes In the library,
and thinking it might contain that of
which Miss Grayson waa In quest, had
foced the lock, to discover several
carefully-tiepackets of letters.
I wish I could give even a half adequate idea of the way she thanked
Louis.
It would add so much to a
realizing sense of her sweetness without detracting at all from the
of her dignity. No one could
have heard her "bon garcon" and not
have fell Impelled to consecrate his
endeavors henceforth and forevermore
to her service. As for Louis his respectful homage and fidelity were almost pagan. I verily believe he would
willingly have suffered martyrdom to
serve her.
As he withdrew we fell avidly upon
the contents of the box, yet with small
hope of finding what we sought; for
the letters It contained were all, apparently, of distant date; letters, for
the most part, of a private, personal
nature, carefully assorted, and arranged In
or elastic-bandebundles.
It was no mere Idle curiosity which
Impelled us to read many of them.
We were In a position which may bast
be described as anomalous. Though
Cameron was my dearest friend I
knew little of his life prior to ourJ
meeting, and Evelyn, bis niece and
ward, was scarcely less uninformed
than myself. In the letters Just
brought to light there might, we decided, be found some clue of Incalculable service In the task now before
us. And so we untied the tapDS and
stripped off the bands and set ourselves to careful painstaking examination.
Seldom have I engaged In a labor so
deadly uninteresting at one moment
and so keenly engrossing at the next
There was correspondence here which
meant nothing to us whatever, and
there was correspondence which threw
upon portions of Cama search-ligh- t
eron's career, baring good deeds and
follies alike, without discrimination.
It was only natural. I suppose, that
we should dig up a romance a gem
of luster shining amidst dun, sordid
surroundings. Evelyn and I came upon two of its facets, simultaneously,
and paused In our work to question its
disposal. It seemed to us a holy thing,
too sacred for a strange touch, and,
even at the risk of passing over what
might prove our one agent of revelation, we folded It away again with a
sense of guilt at having dared to lift
even the corner of the veil.
For a full hour I had scanned one
letter after another In absorbed
but with small profit. Evelyn, across the table, 'had been quite
as busy. Rarely had we Interrupted
our employment with exchange of
words. But now the writing which I
held provoked exclamation.
"Addison!" I cried, so sharply cut-ln- g
the silence that the girl started.
"Addison! Did you ever hear of him?"
She gestured a negative. "Not that
"Why?"
I remember," she qualified.
"Because wa must find blm," I declared, a little excitedly, I imagine;
for the letter seemed wonderfully imd

e'nvls-ageme-

red-tape- d
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portant

Instantly she was all alert
"What Is it?" she asked, springing
up and coming to my side. "What
have you found?"
"Look!" I commanded, the sheet of
paper in one upraised hand, a finger
of my other hand pointing to a passage. "Look! In 1903, your uncle Robert was in Peking; and yet he gave
me his word that he had never visited
China."
Resting an arm on my shoulder and
bending forward she read for herself:
"Just to think! We were in Peking
together and neither of us was aware
of It until too late! What a foregathering we missed! Even five minutes'
chat would have been something; but
I no sooner saw you, than the crowd
on Legation street swallowed you up."
"Have you read it all?"
"Not to the end," I told her, "Just
the beginning and the signature.
Come," I added, "we'll read it from
first to last, together."
It was written from Cairo, and bore
date of December 7. 1903.
"My dear Cameron," it began. "1
am wondering whether ycu are back
However, you
In New York again.
will probably be there tor Christmas
and therefore this letter will not long
await you. We h .. j been making a
rather leisurely tour of the east. Arrived here two days ago and shall remain until some time In January."
The writer then gave a general outline of his travels. "You will probably be surprised to learn that once
you and I passed each other as ships
in the night, save only thatwe. did not
even speak each other In passing," he
went on. "It was my last day Indeed
my last hour in northern China.
Otherwise I should have made search
for you. Just to think I We were In
Peking together, and neither of us
was aware of it until too late. What
a foregathering we missed Even five
minutes' chat would have been something; but I no sooner saw you, than
the crowd, on Legation street swallowed you up. Half an hour later I
was on the train for Tien tsin."
The rest of the letter was rather
confusingly personal In its references
tn mutual friends and Interests, It
1

was signed: "Always with warm regard, Addison."
"Do you suppose that is his first
name or his last?" Evelyn asked me
as we came to It
"I refuse to suppose," I returned,
smiling. "It's an even chance. What
is more to the point Is, how long has
Louis been your uncle's valet?"
"Several years."'
"Several is Indefinite. Too IndefiSuppose we
nite. Too Indefinite.
have him In here and find out exactly. Possibly he knows Mr. Addison."
When Louis came, however, be
knew nothing. He had never beard of
a Mr. Addison or of a Mr. Addison
Something, in all the three years and
eight months of his service with Mr.
Cameron. So Evelyn thanked blm
once more in her own gracious way
and we continued our work, directing
pur efforts especially now to unearth
letters
ing further Addlson-signewhich might prove enlightening.
"Why should Uncle Robert tell you
he bad never been in China?" Evelyn
asked me, looking up suddenly and
dropping to her lap the letter she was
at that moment examining. "I can't
understand that."
"Nor I," I admitted. "If I had asked
him out of idle curiosity he would
have been Justified perhaps In misleading me; but he must have known
that It was In his interest I made the
Inquiry."
For Just a moment she sat In silence, her narrowed gaze on the glowing embers In the fireplace. Then she
turned to me again.
"Do you think, Philip, it was because he had something to hide?" she
asked, seriously. "Something he was
ashamed of and feared might become
known?"
Instantly I sprang to my friend's
defense.
"No," I assured her, with emphasis.
Whatever his motive
"No, Evelyn.
was, I am satisfied it bad no dishonorable basis. If be told me a deliberate
falsehood it was not to spare himself.
Possibly yes, probably, It was to
shield others."
I was perfectly sincere In this, but
even had I believed otherwise I should
have been tempted to prevarication
could I have foreseen my reward. Before 1 quite realized her purpose Evelyn was out of her chair, had slipped
over behind me. and encircling my
neck with her arms, had pressed vber
lips softly to my cheek.
"Oh, how glad I am to hear you say
that! You believe in his bigness in
bis nobility. Just as I do, don't you.
Philip, dear?"
"I'm sure htr could never have been
guilty of anything dishonorable," I declared again, imprisoning her hands.
But the next moment, hearing steps
galn crossing the hall, I reluctantly
released them.
For a third time Louis stood in the
doorway. Now he upheld a small
book, and his face was beam.

d
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"Voila, mademoiselle!" be exclaimed, delightedly. "Je vlens de trou-vace Uvre."
It was a book of addresses, and the
valet, nervously turnlDg the pages,
put his finger upon the name of Horatio Addison, M. D., with the air of
one who had discovered burled treasure. I am Inclined to think that we
were ourselves almost as demonstratively elated as he, for though we
could not be sure that this was Cameron's correspondent, the odds certainly favored that conclusion; and
unless the physician had died or
moved away since the entry was made,
we were now in possession of bis address, which chanced to be an apartment house on Madison avenue, that
I knew to be given over entirely to
doctors' offices.
This time Evelyn assured Louts that
he was not merely a "good boy" but
an Incomparable assistant, and the
richness of the reward came nigh to
totally wrecking his composure, for.
as he started to back from the room,
I detected unmistakable tears glistening on his lashes.
"Louis," I checked him, with sudden Inspiration, "apporteznous le
telephonle, s'il vous plait"
And when the book was brought the
fact that Dr. Addison's address had
not been changed was promptly established. I was for calling him up.
then and there, but Evelyn pointed to
the clock and advised patience. It
was already after midnight.
"Tomorrow," she said. In her wise
fashion, "you shall call on him, and
learn. If possible, bow Uncle Robert
replied to that letter. There is a difference, you know, Philip, between being in a place and having some one
see you there. No one's eyes are infallible."
CHAPTER XIII.
When Damon Doubted Pythias.
Not until I bad been passed into an
elevator by a dainty young woman In
the white habit of a trained nurse,
shot up four floors into the bands of
another who might have been the
first's twin sister, and ushered by her.
In turn, into a severely professional-appearinwaiting room, did it occur
to me that I was upon an errand involving the employment of an extraordinary degree of tact. So Imbued bad I been with the Importance
of learning whether Cameron had or
.

g

bad no been In Peking in 1903, that
up to this moment I bad quite' lost
sight of my own position. Now 1 asked
myself, on what ground was I to make
my plea for information? .To tell this
Dr. Addison the whole story would
certainly be Inexpedient To bint even
at alarm concerning Cameron might
Involve the precipitation of that financial disaster he had feared and regarding which he had warned me. Indeed,
would not any effort- - to obtain the
facts I desired be likely to arouse suspicion, no ' matter bow delicately
made?
The more I pondered the situation,
sitting there thoughtfully while one
after another the patients who had
preceded me passed Into the physician's consultation room, the more beggarly, it seemed to me, became my
chances of success.
And when, at
length, my turn came to enter the
presence of my friend's friend, I was
about persuaded that I should very
soon be making an ignominious exit,
branded as an Impertinently meddling
busybody
I have always contended that It was
Dr. Addison's severely professional air
which was responsible for my inspiration, for no thought of such a course
occurred to me, until standing dumbly
hesitant before blm, I became conscious that he was making mental Inventory of me with a view to a dlag- nosls.
The penetration of bis gaze Impressed me at once. His steel gray
eyes were like a pair of converging
probes; and they were his dominant
feature. Aside from them his face
was commonplace.
"Doctor," I said, and the sound of
my voice was a relief to the strained
tension of the moment, "I learned of
you through Mr. Cameron Mr. Robert Cameron, a mutual friend."
I hoped to see his expression brighten at the name, but It did not. It
there was any change whatever It was
In the reverse direction. After a second's deliberation he asked:
"You wish to consult me regarding
yourself?"
On a sudden Impulse I answered,
"Yes," though 'I had neither ache nor
r as I could Judge,
pain, and, so
was perfectly normal.
"I see." he replied. "Am I right
in assuming that your trouble Is of
a nervous character?"
Heaven knows that In spite of my
fancied normality there had been sufpast few weeks
ficient reason in-t-he
for my nerves to go awry. I confessed that I had been under considerable mental strain.
Thereupon, having bade me be seated, he began to ply me with questions
with a view to sympathetic revelation.
; fear, however, that I gave him meager material upon which to base a conclusion. I slept well, my appetite was
excellent. I had observed neither a
numbness nor a supersensttlveness in
my finger tips, nor a sensation of fulness at the base of the brain. I
could not recall any twltchlnj of my
muscles, nor any diminution of muscular power. At length, after a brief
pause, be Inquired:
"Will you be good enough to tell me,
Mr. Clyde, why you think you requlrs
professional attention?"
And my inability to answer him, offhand, paradoxical as it may seem,
eventually supplied me with an answer at once truthful and convlnclag.
"Because," I explained gravely. "I
find that of late I am losing my powet
of mental
The ardor with' which he seized
upon this index of my supposed malady was amusing. Instantly be grew
I
obviously and deeply Interested.
bave since learned that what Is known
as confusional insanity, a rare condition, usually has Its Inception In tin
wise, "without essential eraotlonn!
if I may quote an authority. At the time, I believe he was
suspicious of a developing paresis
What he thought, however, or what
he did not. Is aside from the storv. I
know only that bis manner chunged
abruptly, his object evidently being to
gain my full confidence. Whereupon,
the bars of reserve lowered between
us. I ventured to revert to our
"mutual friend."

t

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Solar Eclipse Affects Wireless.
During the recent solar eclipse an
Interesting test was 'undertaken between the radio station of the ltoyal
dock yard in Copenhagen and th
Blaavandshuk station on the coast ol
Jutland, so as to ascertain the effect
of the eclipse upon wireless transmission. It transpired that the telegraphing became more distinct and reliable
as the eclipse progressed, and that It
was most dlstUct shortly after the
culmination of the eclipse. The view
that it Is the effect of the solar light
upon the atmosphere which Is th
cause of radio telegraphy being much
better at night than during the day
seems thus to be confirmed.
Progressive Milkman.
Competition among the milkmen Is
active in Evanston. A few mornings
ago a woman 'moving to Evanston
from Kansas City was surprised as
she approached her new residence on
her way from the train to see a stranger couie up to ber and call her by
name. "I'm the milkman." he explained. "I beard that you were coming
today. Let me carry your grips." He
got ber trade. Chicago Tribune.
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THE CA5H GROCERY.
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to those who act as the lo.al repre.eiitativesof EVERYBODY'S MAG,
AZINE and THE DELINEATOR all li! adJition to liberal commis-ionsyou
A
you
fart
liov
SHARE
SECURE
Letiu how
simply by fordwardinff the stilirxHptiohs of yotif friends find tieiphKofs
TllIS
and t!ol!fcctinfr the fenefcnli of olll' .pi'eifiU sUbscribofs "Try
rhnhlili's hriJei. There are lots of prizes that ran be won only by per-lo- n
living in towns same size as your own. Write at once to the
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At prices to suit the tilhes.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
William Horner of Boaz was
in town Thursday on business.
Dave Howell received two car
loads of cows Tuesday from
Roswell for his ranch.

IL.

NEW GOODS FRESH

Application

8

From the Factory.

BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY
Butttrlck Building, Nw York City.

state the best advertising it can

Must Double My Sales.
Oscar SRoAerson,

possibly have.
to the

Proprietor.

Dr. H. L.

Tiscus.

.

corrupt

PhtisteltiH A (Surgrtn, and Prep, if
The amendment
practices net, making it a felony
fke Vienna ruQsterc.
to pay workers to influence vol
ers at the polls, is ret'ommendtxl Fm frt$H S)rttS thetoicaki tilt
as is also ebhie provisions to pro- kind's 9dtiht Medicines ii tflbek font
tect the ilght (of the Voter td tit'l dtaticnerq. Rubber "feeds and
secrecy in cabling his ballot.
Soilct iirthlcs.
i
In'cIoE-ihhis message, the
V)t.
Xenna, - governor Says:
uThie is a progressive ago. lie
who lags may be lost. The initiative and referendum are bing
DAVID L. GEYER
demanded f i om one end of the
LAND OFFICE PRACTICE
country to the other. You
A SPECIALTY.
should propose amendments to
In Ramon
Block
Offlo
the constitution, including the
N. M.
ROSWELI.,
referendum provision and providing for an initiative on a fail
asis. The people or our piaie lOOO wosoo cocoooococeaooc(
have decided that the y will ude.
leir will must eventually be
controlling in the laws they dee
sire." Ex.

Q

E- - J. Frazier, one of the fir. t
settlers on the halfway grounds

Jt--

lietween Kenna and Boaz is in
town this week. He is now living at Memphis, Texas.
Clark brothers of Boaz, were
in town over night Monday and
left on the Tuesday morning
train. John II. went to Step-toe- ,
Washington, and Oscar E
went to DeLeon, Texas, where
they will spend the rest of the

Vienna dumber
P

till Mnds

Beaters In

Siuilding Material,

and

Farm Implements.

winter.
The Election on Monday the
13th for Justice of the Peace and
Constable was about the warmest little contest that has been
"pulled off in Kenna.
For Justice of the Teacc-- .
W. II. Cooper and W. B. Jones.
For Constable:
Al Hawkins, Raymond West,
W. A. Fry ano Dudley Jones.
The boys all put up a good fight
and run a good race, but when
the votes were counted it showed
that W. II. Cooper tor Justice
and Dudley Jones for Constable
got the most votes, and that is
what it takes to elect.
I. II. Miller of Munilus, III
arrived Tuesday' with their sec
ond emigrant car. His father,
John II. Miller came about Dec
1st with the first car. Each one
was loaded to the limit with
horses, catnle, hogs, corn, wag
ons, buggies and general farm
implements.
Another one of the family,
James R. Miller is tine to arrive
with another car in about two
months.
These men can. e in Nov. last
and looked over the situation
here, and were highly pleased
with the.oppoitnnities presentee
- here, for Dry farming and Stock
raisirg in this vicinity and lost
iv) time in filing on their lands
, and getting back to it.
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Agent for the fcarhandle Steam

URGE WESTENER FOR
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Washington, Jan 15, Dem JdOGOCOQCOOOQGOC oooccoooooe
senators from the Rock)
I
ocratic
X?
K? gS A
ay Mountain region-todasent to
residint-elec- t
Wilson a letter ROY C. McHENRY
urging the selection of a repre Attorney and Counsellor at Law
sentative of their sections as
Hlbbs Building,
secretary of the interior. Mi
SUCCEED!
CUCKESB'S
Washington, D. C.
1 Wilson
was assured, that ap
SPECIAL
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P
"
ft f t W H C 7.Vfterfe
Kew nn.liwu. A trial will
aJjlus&sto b.UJ
pointment of former Govenoi
you our tflrmaLcni customer.
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THE KENNA BANK AND
TRUST CO., of KENNA,
N. M.
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a Specialty
L. Norri3 of Montana, tormei
Governor James H.Hawley of
dabo, J. N. Field of Oregon, pi
Mention this Paper.
Write
$24,365.55.
HOMESTEADERS ARE FILING.
Loans and discounts
Clay
Tallman of Nevada, will be
2.19.
Overdrafts
10 CENTS
Twenty-fou- r
Banking house furniture
hundred and
I satisfactory to the democrats of ,
psckinr and rtv thla Taluftbl
A toecTtir fxtr
'
nt
ec'.Ucttoo
with my big fl
p4ital4.
Kfd
i
3.889 00. r Inntrnctlve lHUtttui ""e4tofihsr
and fixtures
lands? eighty acres were filed on for
New
and Plant Bnitk, a
west.
the
far
Senator
varttUM
PIkqu,
all
of
th
about
A
P
beat
ulU
SU,
t.
12,112.71.
Cash nrd Exchange
I h. W. Bockbae. 1205 BTOo15f.B!L
of Nevada, Chamberlain of Ore- homestead at the local land of
40,370.15.
Total
gon, Myers of Montana, Perky flee Thursday. Most of this
LIABILITIES. .
of Idaho and Smith and Ashmi vs in the eftstern part of the
Capital stock paid
15,000 00.
of Arizona were the signers f state,
Surplus
1,650.00.
the letter,
Contrary to t belief of many
Undivided profits
64S.36.
VALUE
CASH
to
The
mak
declined
senators
many
peop'e ae coming in and
43.00
Dividend unpaid
public
of
text
letter
t
the
their
on the government
settling
Deposits
23,031.79.
SHOULD
RULE.
Wilson,
Governor
Senator
but
Some
aiids.
are even settling
Total
40,370 15.
Rowlands
to
was
yet
open for entry.
authorized
not
on
land
STATE of NEW MEXICO,
County of Chaves.
TO LEG
GOV. MCDONALD IN MESSA6
make a statement regarding it Much of this is in the eastern
I, W. B Scott, cashier of the above
ISLATURE ADVOCATES REFORM
He said that six senators repre part of Chaves county. One day
named Hank do solemnly swear that the
sented, states containing the last week 3820 acres were filed
IN ASSESSMENTS.
above statement is true to the best of my
bulk of the public lands and felt on.
knowledge and belief.
Santa re, Jan. h A new that they should be heard in Very few days lapse at the
W. B. Scott, Cashier'.
system of taxation for the state connection with the selection of local land office that two to fie
Attest
John A- Kimmons.
whereliy a'l property will be as a secretary of th interior be do not make applications to file.
B. McCombs.
W.
negro
the
heavy,
Johnson
messed
Jack
at its "cash value," an cause of his connection with the There are 400,000 acres across
T. Littlefield.
weight pugilist landed in jail Gee,
a
law to lntorce such assess administration of public land the Pecos river in Chaves coun
Subscribed and sworn to before roe this
alike against the large questions.
again.
merits
ty, and 1,843,200 acres in east
4th day of January 191 3.
Ho is 'under indictment for
corporations and the small pro
Dan C Savage,
j.n our communication we ern Eddy county which has not
Notory Public
erty owners, is the most import urged that the problems of tin even been surveyed and opened
White Slavery and was out on a
$30,000 bond, and was enroute My commi.ion expires Sept. 7, 1916.
ant recommendation in Govern interior department relate to the to homestead. The only right
to Canada, where on the 41 h
or McDonald, s message to the public lands, the administratioi homestesders have to this is to
legislature today.
(I. w. zlnk
inst. he was intercepted at Bat'squat" on it. They will then,
ana management ot water
will it be possible,"
tle Creek, Mich., by Federal Of'Thus
the administration of of course have fitst right when
The Roswell Jeweler.
says the governor 'to increase India affairs, the development it is opened.
ficers and turned back to ChicaCalls attention to liis large the assessed valuation of prop
go and landed in the county
of irrigation projects, and the
It is thought that this land
complete stock of 'iVutcliee, erty in the state from $37,000,000 development of the
anil
jail to await the judgment of
natural re will soon be surveyed. Ex.
to $700,000, sources of the c untry," said
Judge Georg j A. Carpenter as Clocks, Rings, Charms mid the present
"
to whether his bail of, $30,000 Chains
000, and thereby reduce the state Mr. New la nds. "Therefore, we
should be forfeited.
A full n ixl conipleta line of lax levy from thirteen mills to contend it 19 essential tlvit the
Raising uu aeroplane is no Novelties, just what you want two mills."
secretary of the interior be
M. nellible. Pur.
to buy for your wife, your hus
.ImniKliate ratification of tl chosen from the school of ex
trick to the iran who lias
ltd toPl.ast
nd
raised a family of boys. hand or your Sweetheart for a incoinu tax amaudmont to th perieuce ii no is io uo quaunei;
t CarileDer
);..! Iti U'St III.
United
is
tiitTlttufOur
a
States'constitution
present.
in
Christmas
Call
and
to
properly
administer
affairs
A genius is a nan who supurged, together with an in- of such vital importance to the
. OFFER
ports a family on f50 a month let us show you these pretty so
tax
heritance
law.
he
tilings
and
convinced.
western
people."
i;.td
Ex.
our
and has a bank account.
The subjects of gambling and
tCTION
The prices are right ami thf
I plt.fl !r
i
When you want honest ad-- . goods are guaranteed to he per- prize fighting, the governor
1.
i
ti'.
wiiy
man
Having
enjoys
i
the
. nt
vice, do not go to a partisan.
treat
collectively,
.
declaring
i'
that women flirt with him does not iUc liVt.,,
fectly satisfactory.
"V
if the legislators will pass laws care to have his wife give
l.UO
There's usually a way of getother
(1. W. Zixk,
prohibiting prize lighting and men ine bamo KMtU ot enjoy
ting a man to do wl at you want
The Jewler. gambling they will give the new ment.
adv.
him to.
'4S9 ituso hi.
Kuckfiird, Illinoi.
tirn

At the close of business Dec. 31. 1912.
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Notice for Publication.

C. LIVE STOCK.

.

non-coa-

notice ron rrnucATiON.

Notice for riilil!c;tIon.

IK!;.M

0",Xi

F. S.

l

lTI5LIC.flpV

JfOTirE FOK

()1M"3

OIHlpI

Rosweli. N. M. Land onu-c-.
Dec. ID. Pit.
f l'ie Interior,
lr. S.
Drpnrlnieii
Nol lea Is hereby irlven that t'lnirles S. I.usl;.
Office it f'ott Sumner. N. M. Nov. i, 1015.
Dec- t7. VH3.
of Uoswell, County of t'haves. State of New Land oHine at Rosweli, S.
given
Is
hereby
Powell,
Notice
that Oliver
Notice is hereby aiven tlmt. Joiiif Pocltett.
Mexico,
Hied in this officojils application
Miu-.;'- i
200 soul horns. Market steady. of Elida. N, M. who, on Dee. 1. Hm, made H. lo enter has
51, 11P, nlriile
under the provisions of Section SSiifl of Ke:ina. N M.. who, on
K. (additional) No. o:r.a. for lots 1 nnd . S!i
0144 '3.
,
14500
E
for NH NW'4
II.
Serial
R.
8,
land,
V.
S.
the
$0(2,7.50;
followlrn
dnsiibed
southern !!)' Srellon J Townships fi Hnnif 30 K, N.
Native steers,
Sec. S2, and K.H NE'L fee 21, and on May H,
HF,! of Hfit. o, Township n.
M. 1. MetldllM. tins fllefl tlrtllee' of Intnll'lotl
lituw. made add 1. entry, OlSltl, for W'i NE'i,
cows and heifers,
Sf H. I.f the . M. I, M.
to maka Final three year l'roofi to rsillbltsh
AHy tttid an IVMoni oliltWti
itdverselv die NWW SK'4 and NE' S'!(, Section 21, III in
sfrickf l'a and feeders $5.50(7 73 t!lr.lm to the lnntl abutc
Ifor
lands flKseiiliffl, W flslHn to objCel bt'eH'isn Township 6 S Ranife 31 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
iO;: fogh
In his
caivesj
Snta'ire,'
8. Commissioner,
of the miricrrii eif:irric'tr til t!!f lft(. uf fot tins llled nollee of intention to make final
n't Kenny . N. M. Hh Phh' H. loll
oti)c
IVonf, to establish claim to the
iny.other reason lo the dlsriossl to (il'illicSKd lllre'tl
west . Claimant, name. kU .wHii'Sho:.
25 ; western steers,
lirve" drtLrllirtl. before Dan C. Savairo
shoilld file their affidavits of protest In UiH )ttfif
.
joscph
At.
ofElld.-i50.
Joseph
O.
N.
Wnelctord.
LT.
cows,
S. t'oinfltiwslorier. In his office at Kenna.
onh'e'. on of bp'ore tlie Slth day of .'an. 1'':.1.
Cooper. W llllnm II. Cooper, of Kennn. N
Dio-ji;- .
N. M . on the 7th Kv of February 1013
(fcuf.tter.
,
IIOGS-Rece- ipts
T '. T'Vi of
11,000. Mar- A.
M. unit Marshall Powell, of Hilda. N. M.
' Claimant ' nnmes as witnesses:
Bulk
C. O. II :srv. Keiflwer.
to 5c
MKM
y'ihH :V..cott, William A. McDowell. ICdnr
'otioo for Viilillentioii.
E. Lec. WaillH F Seclv, all of Kenna, N,
onuKi'
$7.20$
of sales,
Notice for rnlilicatioii.
Department of the Interior, U. S. M,
T. C. riLurrsns.
light,
7.30; packers,
031
F, S.
01375
non conl
Utiifister.
Land Office, at Rosweli, N. M.,
Departiffcnt of tho Interior,' IT. S. Dee. 11. 1013
$0.95(57.10; pigs, $G(6.25.
Nollne Is hereby irlven that
NOTICE FOB, lTUUCVTIOX".
Office nt Fort Sumner. X. M. Nov. 13. ToeC Riley, of Valley View, N. M who, on
Receipts 9,000. Mar- Land
'
,,
.dm. 4
ot t1!!."
1UIJ.
Nolle Is hereby iflven that Claud L. Fob. 13, ItK'f, nmdo II, K. lll-'.Serial No.
Department of ihi Interior, XT. S
to lOo lower. Mut- - Curry, of Kennn, N.M. who, on July t, loon, 014010. for SK.'i, Section 31. Tew nshlp 6 south
Dec. !7, 161?.
Hi E. Serial No. 031. for SWX. Section Rantre 33 east, N. M. 1'. Meridian, has tiled Land OlTlce at HosWbll X- - M.
ions,
lamos, i.outti;; 6,made
Notice Is hcrebyVen llmt Henry P. Lively,
and on Del!, tl. I9J9, ninda add'l. entry.
notice of intention to make Final, three-yea- r
tvethers and
for jfW! Section 7. Township 5 ' proof, to Oslnbiisu claim to the land above of Elklns. N. if, who, on M .troll 4. 1908, made
No. CI 12'. for NWK Sec. to.
Rante'Si ti. Si Mi 1. Meridian, has Hied described, before Dan '. Savage, IT. S. Com- H. E.
f3
e'ves,
made additional H. E.
missioner, In Ms otllce at lienna. N. M, on tho and vf Jan. 31,
notice of Intention to make" Final three-yea- r
.ttik toy NBM. Sey. 10, allth Township 7 S,
proof, to establish claim to the land above de- Jlst finy hf Jsnnsiy 1913,
5Ari'S tfoNEY.
scribed, before Dan C. Savase. V. S. ComClHiitiftitt tiarpes as witnesises:
iUnnst ts, U.iCti. M.v P. Meridian, has filed
Ira '. Asslter. .inm'oi fni n. Jcflin 0: Whit-akemissioner, in his office nt Kcnna, N. M on the
of intention V make Final Th'ee year"
15
The 1st da bt rel?r(ry 1013.
these of Valley View', N M., and John PrOo. to establish! 'H'liiii to iho land above
O. Aslrotn, of Thornham. N. M.
Claimant name.fi (ist witnesses:
deserioefb.befoie 0,n C. Savfei U. S. Comcondition of
D20-J- 17
I.ulljer M. Ciirmleh-ael- .
Churlis D.
T. C.Tillotson. RcKisler.
missioner in hs ofrtcc. nt Kenn,' V.- M , on
of
Joseph A. Cooper William. II. Cooper, all
the 7th day of February, 19IS.
C. C Hbsbv.
of Kenna. N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
today

Kansas City. Mo., T:m. 15
Cattle Receipts, 7,000 including

Department of theJnlcrlor, I'r

Land

S.

$3.757.00;

tlills

.IO

lltftMi

t

$fij8;

?3.756

em

higher
heavy.
S77.25;
$7.107.25;

ket steady

SHEEP
ket, steady

yearling,

range

6(8; range

H3cr.

$3.505.50.

MM

-

Washington, J in
the tjnited States
treasury at the beginning
was:
business
Working balance, '82,17G,75G.
In banks and . Phillippines
treaeury, $30,739,451.
Total of general funds
,

$135,-3GC.49-

5.

'

D5T-J3- I

Notice

Register.

;

M. who. on

Feb.

SO,

lice,

.

The flgu.'ea for receipts, disbursements ai:d deficit exclude
Panama Canal and public debt
WUIISUUUUIIS.

.

The man contemjilating suicide is usually the first to throw
up his hands in the face of
'
danger.
The biggest fool is the one
who knows it all.
If there were no women man
would never get here and
wouldn't care to stay very long.

Department

13

of tho Interior,

S.

V.

23. 1912.

Iiby. of
made II.
ami SEV

in his oflicc al

lUnnchiird, IT. S. Commissioner,
TenWns N, M. on Feb. ",. l'H3.

Land Office"

f

on Feb. 0.

191:1.

Claimant names as witnesses:
James L. Chut ten. t'bailes Miller, Lewis Otf,
these of Klliins, N. M. and Skyler J. Ward, of
Alva. N. f,

T. C. TlUOTSOB,

Ileilcter.
Xtillcp far Pulillentlon.
OI40.V1

Dcparlmcnt of
Onlce at Rosweli,

11)9 Interior,
tr.c.
N. hf.

V. S.

LanJ

Jl, 1812.

NOTICE Is hereby irlven that William
T. Greening, of .Tudson, N. M. who, 00 Teh.
14, 1S"6. made II. E. 14141, Ser. No. 0140S3 for
NE' See. 31, Township tt 8. Rantre 33 E.. X.
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice of lntentioa
to make linal three year Proof, 10 establish
claim to the hind nbove described, before1
Dan C. Savtme, 17. 8. Commissioner, to Ui
I; office,
at Kenna, N. M. on Feb. 10, I91J.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Claimant
' Pendleton

t.

Department of tile Interior, V. S. Land
JJcc. 21, 1913.
Office at Rosweli. N. M.
Notice is hereby uiven that Elwood Moore,
N. M. wW), on Mnrch 2d, J907, made
of
It E 11.1.1(5. Serin No. 01220!), for EH NET tut
K
SKJi. Section ."1. Tow nship 7 S. Ranges E.
X. M. P. Meridian, hns filed notice of inten-'io- n
to mike Final llvc yenr Proof, to
claim to the hind ibove described,
before II. P. Lively. I'. S. Commissioner. In
his of lice nt Elkins. N, M, on Feb. 7. 191S.
Claimant names as witnesses:
C, Cooper, Oscar 1! Morrison, Ren-jnmi- n
L. (.'oopcr. James O. Hicks, all of Elklns.
T. C, Tillotson,
N. M.

Jeorire

names as witnesses:

I). Norton, Eutrenc li. Norton.
S. Ernest Carruth, Lawrence A. Gray.' all of
of the Interior,
T. c.
Dcj. 11. 1912 Jenkins, N. M.
tit luiswell. N.M.
herctfy (rircn l!nit Aivbicl R.
lletrister.
J3C?

Department

year Proof, to establish claim lo the land
. S.
above described, before H. P. Lively,
commissioner, in his office at Klldna, N.

Notice for Publication,

Section if, Townships S Riirne ill K.. N. M.
P. Meiioian. hns tiled notice of intehtlon u,
m'ike Ilnnl throe year Proof, 10 establish chiitn
to the bind above described, before W. R.

no tick ron rtiu.icATiox.

William tlorner. I.ee It. ftobertson, Marlon
Oi Mills. William Ci Mii)les. all of Boaz, N. M.
010;P14
T: C'; Tillofson; Keu'ister.

L. S.

.,

Kcitisler.

Land Office at Rosweli. N. M. Dec.
Notice is hereby uiven Hint Clevc
Jenkins. N. M. w ho, on Jan. is. tiiio,
E. Serial No. 021113, for SW'4 Sec 17,

Claimant names as witnesses:

Clblmant hiinies as witnesses:

r ,'
001

Willinni H; Scolt. and John A. Scott of
. Mills
Kenna, N. M., Minion
and Prier I.
Italier, of lloan. N. M. .
T. ('. TlllViTsoN,
US1 ill"
Reiflmer.

e

Interior,

liecl8ter.

Notice for rtiiillcntlon.

N.JM. P. Meridian, bus tiled notice of Intention to make Final three-yea- r
Proof. t establish claim t the land nhvc dese rlbeil,
before Dan C. Havaire. V. S, Coinmissioner in
hisolllce at Kennn. N. M. on Jnn. 31, l'13.

year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, .before Dun C.
Snvaire. V. H. t'omtnlssiotieri in his oftice at
Kennn. N. M. oh Feb, it.
HnaHh-e-

last year.

j.1

.,

Stokes, of Hon.. N.

(iJKKij

Land Office at Ruswell. Jt. M.
Dec. 1.
Notice is hereby given that Auk'jsI Sohultz.,
m
of F.lkins, N. M who on Feb. IS,
If. K. mi). Serial No, 014043, for NK'4.
Sec. 7. and on Dec, Id. I9ni, made add'l. entrr
Ser. No. OSimU. for Lots 1, S. 3, and 4. So. .
Township 0. S. Ranire S. E. N. M. P. Meridian,
has tiled notice of intention to make three

L iuls N. Todd, GeorifA C.
S, Hums, Hen NMunoy, all of Elklns, N. M.
T. C. Ttl.l.DTSflS,

tf, s.

Nolice for Ftiblicntioii.
Dec.
Land Office at Rosweli, N. M.
yum
02U36'
H, W
Notice is hereby ulven that Georire
Department of tho Interior, IT. S. V. Oveiley. of rioaz. N. M. who, on Dec. 11.
Land Office at Rosweli, N. M., Jan. Ifion. made If. E. Serial Vo, OtlOtli. for XM nt
4, 1013.
Notice la hereby ictven that Ford E. Section 13. Tow'nship 7oth, T?anife 30 east.

Receipts yesterday, $1,829,171. made If. E. inn. Serial No. 0141ll,,for SEW,
, Section 11: and on Dec, 31, noy, made add'l.
Disbursements, $4,709,040.
entry Serial No. 03113(1. for NEW. Section U.
The deficit this fiscal year. Tow nship south, lianie 23 cast. N. M. P.
$9,204,838, as against a deficit of Meridian, has Bled noiloc Of Intention lo mnUe
$28,636,120

of the Interior,

iK'i3
of tlio

John II. Ford. James Roren, John 0. Hufhe
O. Alice McAllster off
these of Judtofl Jir
T,C'.Th.i.otsoN,
Cooper, William T Valley View. N. M.

for l'lildicntion.

Department

iJeparlnient

Ttt.t.-Tso-

Register.

x,

NOTICE FOR PTBUCATIOX.
Notice IS
JiOTiCE FOft rtBLICATIOX.
0214:14
Vlartlev, of lloaz, N. t. who ori Sfrfich. 13.
026U34
Department
of the interior. 17. S. LanJ
NOTICE ion rntUCATION.
Department of the interior, U. S. Land 1007. made H. E. 11380. Serial No. 012153. for
M.
Rosweli,
Dec. 23. 1012.
N.
Office
nt
(113909
Office at Hosnell N. M- Dnn. 18. 1012.
Etf Section 33. Township 6 S., Hanue. 9 E.
that Lawrence"
Department Ct the Interior, U. B NOTICE Is herebyX. uiven
Notice Is hereby given thatEdwhiF
N. M. P. Meridian, has lllcd notice of intention
M. who. on Jan. 18, 1910,
A. Gray, of Jenkins.
Oilman, for the. heirs 6f Peter E. Oilman, of to make Final
I'rouf, to esiablish tjind Office, at Rosweli, N, M., J.m. (, made U.K. Ser. No. 021 131. for NWVi.See.17
Nobe. N. M. who, on Nov. it. U,3, made H. F. claim to Iho land above described before Reg- l')13. Notice Is hereby ttlven that John G.
NF.'L Sec. IS Township. 9 S., Range 34 E.,
Ser, No. 028634 for NEW. EH N WW. "Sec 21. ister or Receiver V. S. Land Oltlce. at Ros- fluahes. of Valley View, N. M., one of tlie and
N. M. I'. Meridian, lias filed notice of InTownships S. Ranve 34 E. and NH NWW Sec. weli, N. M. on January 2."tu 1913.
M, lliorhes, who, on Feb. I.
of
James
helts
Proof, to establish
tention to make three-yeaClaimant names as witnesses
19, Township 6 S. Rnrire 35 F. N. M, P, Merid-lan- ,
1HH, made II. 13. 11073. Serial No. ol.TfPO, for
llve-yea- r

r

has Hied notice of intention to make three
year Proof, toestabllth claim lo the land
above described, before 0, E. Toombs, V- S.

Rebf c 'tl Robeson, William Robeson, Charlie
T. Aen e. Ray Levers, all of l.oswell, N. M.
T. C. TiixoT.-tns- .
Ileclster.

NV.'.i Section 33, Township
N, M. P, Meridian, lias Hied

Claimant names as witnesses:

S.

Utirttce

33

E.

notice of intenProof, to estub-listion to make llnal
clal-i- i
to the land above described, before
three-yea-

-

Commtssioner.in his oftk'e at, New Hope. N, V.
on February 6, 1913,

B

F011 1T1UICATI0NV
fl1j7
F, H.
Department., of the Interior, T. 'S.
LandOfttce at ForfStimner, ff. M. Nov,
1015,
NiHice ts hereby jMn .that Charles 1.
Carmlcliaol.df Kelilia, N. M , who, on Jan. 20,
mifl,.mad3 odtl.l. II. E, Ser. No, 07M7, forSWJi
NOTICE
non coal

Dun C. Suva ire. IT. S. Commissioner, in his
office nt Kenna. N M. on Feb. 10, PH3.

claim 10 the land above described, before W.
R. lllanchnid. U S. Commissioner, in hisofllo
al Jenkins. N, M. on Feb. 7, 1913.

Claimant names ns witnesses:

Pendleton D. Norton, Eupene R. Norton,
Ernest Carruth, cleve Irhy. all of Jenkins. N.

T. C. TiLLoTsoir,
M.
,
The family tree of some people Oeorite H. Jfcwcotnbe, Juke A. Toonibs.
Claimant names at witnesses:
Keglster.
Jake F.
these Of Nol c, N. M.'and
John O. Whit a Uer. Olive A. Me A lister
must be all gnarls and knots.
Riley Mnrtln. these of Valley View, N. M. nnd
James Ci HickSi of New Hope. N. M.
Notice (or Publication.
050577
T. C. Tillot.son,
James lltu lon, of Klida, N, M.
When woftlan suffrage b'
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department
tlegister.
l
a3 J3l
T. C. Tiliotson.
Itet'isler.
N.
M.
Dec. 18. 19IS.
I!,,
an,
Tpw.-M.
Rosweli.
31
at
N,
otllce
V.
Meridian,
Sjltnnso
Sec.
b6
nece:
Comes general, it will
Nolice Is hereby Kivon that James C.
has Uled notice of ititciilloli to make Final
NOTICE
M. who, on Oct. 26,
PCBIJCATIOX.N.
Hope.
Hicks,
New
of
roil
Bary to give a ''special" on eleo
xotick vun piiilicatiov.
to the land, above
proof .lo establish
made H. E. Serial No. 020577. for SEV.
S
CommisI',
C.
flan
described,
Savaite.
before
out,
vote
tion day to net the full
Popartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department nf the Interior, 17. S. Land S)i NEW, SEU. NWi and NE'4 SWM. Sec. II,
sioner, li: his oirtce at Kenna, N. M. on Feb, 1, Office tit Rosweli. N. M. Dec. 27. 1012.
ofllce at Rosweli. N, M., Dee. 10, litis,
l9l;l.
Notice ,s hctfcb.v c'ven that John G. Township. 8 S. II. E. N.M, P. Meridian, has
may
is
Hereby
liotind
Rheumatism
itivetl that Lewis Ott, of
make a per
Riddle, of Route 3. Eliiin. X. M, who. on Jan. Hied notice of intention to make
Claimant names as witnesses:
Btldnii N li. who dd April. 14, la, made
Bon saff but it does not give lulu H. B 14H5H; Setidi No. 01
Joseph A, Cooper. William H. Cooper. Luther 10, IP10, innde U.K. 031312. for S!i Section ". Proof, to establish claim to the land above
SKVj
for
described, before Charles E. Toombs, 17. S.
dignity,
Section
and NVi NH'! Sedtioh 17. Town1 M. Carmichaeli Claud L. Curry, all of Kennn. Township 7 S., Runire 32 E.. N. M P. Merid
Commissioner, In his office at New Hope. N, M.
C, Hkxrv,
C.
to
Intention
tiled
Mi
notice
has
lan.
of
make
N.
Shipfi soiith, Itanito
M.
drtst, N.
P. Meridian,
oil the Oth day of Feb. 1013,
year
'
proof,
to
claim
to
Final
establish
three
D273l
IleBister.
where
lias
liied
notice
some
all
hidn
intetition.
beats
of,
It
to make final
Claimant names as witnesses:
land
Dan
before
described,
C.
above
the
Proof, to establish claim to the
George H. Newcombe. Jake A. Toombs.
get the face to wear the whisk- land above described,
17.
8.
in his office,
Coinmissioner.
Savace,
lillciit
loll.
I'll
fof
Nfitlcc
before H. P, Lively, IT.
Jfike F, AVasmer, John E. Plummer, all of
P, S:
OHIO
at Kenna, N. M. on Feb. !.", 1013.
.
ers they do.
P. Commissioner, in his ofdee. nt Flklns, N. M.
T. C. TitiiTSOS.
Nobe, N. M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the InteHorj u. S.
on the 18th day of February 1913.
Register.
U. McArthur. John
MeCown.
James
Edward
M.,
Office,
Sumner,
Some men's idea of being a Claimant names as witnesses:
Fori
at
Land
W11M1
all cf Route S. Klidn, N. JI. nnd
is hereby u'iven that
30, Ifll J.
Notice
Nov.
leading politician is to head the August Sohulte, James L. Chatten. I'harles Marion E Lovelndy, of Kenna, N. M. who. Johil A. lioirers, of Kfmi, N. M.
Notice for Pnliliciitioii.
T. O. TILLOTSON.
Miller, these of Klk'ins, N, M Skyler J Ward,
01 IIC'I
on Jan. 3, lolO, made H. 12. (additional) No
band wagon.
Itcglster.
jlOFll
of Alva, N, M.
T. C. Tillotson.
Department of the Interior, XJ. S.
Township 5 S. Ranue
074T', for SV! Section
Reirlster,
Land Office, at Rosweli, N. M..
has tiled notice of
30 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
You can not prick a man's
Proof, to
Notice for 1'nM'catlon.
intention to make linal
Dec. 17, l"li. Notice is hereby given that
:onscience if it isn't big enough
Notice for Piililioiitlon.
rt
establish claim to the land above described,
L. linker, of Eoaz, N. M., who, on
;
07301
J", s.
nepartment of the Interior, IT. S. Land Prier
to mak a hole in it.
before Dun C. Navaii, U. S. Commissioner
Feb. 11. puis, in.ide II. K. IH3. Ser. No. 0141)51.
Lund Olice at Rosweli. N. M. Dec. 27, litis.
Oeparlmont of the Interior, U. R. Land in hlsomccat Kenna, N.M. on Feb. 4, loi.'t.
on Jan. 31, 1010, made additional
at Fort Sumner. N. M., Dec. la, ruj.
Notice is hcreny uiven that Clarence G. for SK'i. and
Claimant names as witnesses:
Yesterday is gone, today is Office
entry.ser.No.03l.ua lorSW.Mallln Sec. II,
on
M.
Notioe is hereby ifivcn that Thomas
Elidn,
N.
who.
Home
3.
Hucsrins,
T.
Jnn.
Llttlefleld.
of
Wear.
Ucorue
Charlie il.
Township 7 S., Rangn 31 E. N. M. P. Meridian
your tomorrow you may not
of Kenna, N, M, ho, on Nov. 19. I90B. Harvey W. Fry. Jason T. Unndy. all of Kenna. 10. l'HO. made H. IS. 021313 for NE'4. tec. and
bus tiled notice of Intention to make three
II. E. No 07301, forSV!'. Section 3H. N. M.
7 S. Ranne 32 E., N. M
made
C. C. If eh it T,
9,
Tow
tec.
NW!
nshiu
!
be here. Uet busy
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
Township! S. Range M E. N. M. P. Meridian,
Reitisler.
P. Meridian, has Hied nolice of Intention to
D37J3I
above described, before Dan C. Savage, U.
tiled
establish
of
notice
Intention
to
Proof,
has
three-ear
make
make
llnal
three
lo
The government, is telling of year Proof, to establish claim to the land
S. Commissioner, in his office at Kenna, K.
Dun
described,
before
land
to
above
claim
the
Publication.
Notice for
M. on the 6th day of Feb. 1913.
IT. S. Commissioner,
the new design for its $10,000 above described, before Dan C. Savaite.
his
in
C.
Savoxe,
0210.14
01.1494
Claimant names as witnesses:
1013,
S. Commissioner, (n his office at Kenna, N. M.
at Kennn, N. M. on Feb.
Department of the Interior, U. g.
bills. What was the old design, on
George Overley. of Doaz, N. M William B.
February 24,
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
1012.
Land Office at Rosweli. "N. M. Dec. 27.
Scott, John A, Kimmons, John A. Scott, all at
James Me Arthur, Edward McCown, Asa M, Kennn, N. St.
names as witnesses:
T. C. Tillotson,
The ItHpublican party has ClaimantGandy
Notice is hereby Riven that Richard II.
.
Jason II. dandy, Edirar L, Reniran. of Boaz, N, M. who. on Nov. II, 10. Ouffle, all of Route 3, Elida, N. M. and John
Jason T.
Register,
come to a pretty pass when the GrH'.cs. George T. Llttlefleld all of Kennn, N made H E. No. lOlM. Ser. No. 011404, for Lots A. Honers. of Kenna. M.
Register.
C.
Til.uiT.40N.
T.
'
JlO
Fll
IlKNy,
M.
C.
on
4, 5 and SK'4 KffX'of Section 6. and
C
country refuses to be upset by a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Rei(iste-Feb. 12, 1010, made additional H. E. OSKKI, for
041
Democrat victory.
SWX.ot See, :n, all in Township 7 S. Rantre
KOU lTllIJCATION.
NOTICE
Department of tho Interior, XJ. S.
30 E. N, M. P. Meridian Ins liled notice of
KOTICE
IIMCATION
KOIl
I'l
'
A woman thinks a man will
0VI13
Land Office at Itoswell, N. M
Jan 4,
OS05O
tention to make final Sand 3 enr Proof to es
change after she gets him and Department of the Interior.- 'V. S. Land Of lablish claim to the land above descrll ed. Department of the Interior, V. S.6, 1013. Notice is hereby itivenM that Thomas 21.H.
who, on Feb.
of Judson, N.
S. Conniiissloner, in Land Office at Ucsv.cll, N. M., Jan.
before Dan C. Suvaxe.
Jan. lo, lui3.
flee at Rosweli, N, M.
most of 'em d'
1010. made add
II E. Serial No. 031HO1, for
on Feb. 13, 10i:).
his office at Kenna. N.
PJ13.
Notice is hereby itlven that Eliza 11.
Twp. bS. Ranire 33 E. N. M. P.
Sec.
N. M. who on July 1. 1907.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given t'.iat Jnlin (1 NW'4.
The i creased cost of living made ofH Elklns,
E. 1S19S Sorinl No. 05908, for SVVK.
valley View, N. M who, on Nov. Meridian, hns tiled notice of intention to make
VVIlliuiri L L Parker. William Horner, Marlon
lluithes.of
Ilnnl hree year proof, to establish claim to the
doesn't seem to make any differ-- . Sec. 34. Twp. 0 8., Ranire, !8 E. N. M. P. O. Mills, Charles J. Actee, all of lloaz, N. M. II, PHm. n ude II. E. Serial No. 03'M.l. for SW
lnti'l above described, before Dan C, Savage.
of
C,
tiled
Meridian,
to
notice
ID. l')M. made add- entry, seibl
Intention
'Inn.
has
T
on
Tu.i.iitix.
and
bed
bug.
with
ence
the
Commissioner, in his office nt Kenna. N,
,
Township 0 V.
Ileulsler.
make Until live year Proof, to eslablh.li
No. 021311. for NW '( Section-3.'J3r7
I'll:).
described,
N. M. P. Mciiilinn las M. on Feb. si,
claim
before
Ilungc
to
above
the
land
33enst,
south.
is
man'
he
a
who
thinks
The
Claimant names as witnesses:
H. P. Lively, V. S. Commissioner, in bis office
lllcd notice of intention to make Final
rttltllciitlon.
.
Notice
fttr
Ocorue S. Snenthen. James A Neely.JasoB
lady killer is what the tadies at Elkins. N. M on Feb. is. 1013.
irjliai
proof, to establish claim 10 tlin hind
l.eseiibeil, before Dun C. Savage. I'. S. II. Ilcndrix, Columbus O. Hold, all of Elida.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Oepartment of the Interior, IT. S.Sll. T.nnd
designates as something soft.
T. C. TlLI.OTSOK.
nt Kennn. N. M. on N. M.
William O. Smith, Jolm W. Snyder. Louis N Otllce a', Rosweli, N. M. December.
Commissioner, in hisolTU-.IlTI'-.'Register.
Multie Fell.
U hereby Riven that
I'M?,
In the equal suffrage states Todd, Georire 0. Cooper, all of F.lkins. N. M. Oray.cf Jenkins,
. 1910.
N. M. wlm. on Jan.
T. C. TILLOTSON.
witnesses:
names
Claimant
KeniHler. made H..E. Ser- No.
for W.'j, Sec. IH,
women w ill get 'o bo 21 sooner
How's This?
O. Wbitnkei-- Olive A. Mc Alister, Riley
Township 0 rnuh, Hanse ;il east. N. M. P. John
On Hundred Hollars Reward for aaf
wo
Martin, of Valley View. N. M. and James
than thynsed to.
lv.ti'c.t
inlentnui
of
filed
Meiidlrti).
hns
nl
mm
t'ntnrrli
tliut cuimui be vurvd by lima
If you are Proving up on to make FInuI three year L""'f. 10 Burton, of Klida. N. M.
Mtrlli Cure.
'
F. J. rilFXEY
CO.. Tolfda. O.
TILLOTSON,
Man nver mulcts quite as our claim be sure ana reaa establish
T.
C
claim lo the land nbove dethe undprslKiied. have kaowu F. J. Cbtmf
Ucglster, forWe,
htm perfectly
yinra, and
the last
Hlanchard, U S.
It.
William
scribed,
before
boi iy a blowing as he does
your i"uDiication .Notice care
orabla In all buHlnisH tranHactK)n and nnanolalty
nt his office at Jenkins J 10 .
able to carry out any obllyaitoas made by bl4 flrot. 9
a witty" and beautiful fully when it appears in the N.Commissioner,
WALDINO. kIN'NAN A MASVlN,
M. on the 7th day of Febrtit-- y 1913,
WhoU satr llnutaliita. ToMo. O.
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant
woman.
on
Cure is inkea latrnalty. acthtc
kt
Catarrh
Hall's
op
liini
A man's enonncs
paper, and if there are- any
Hlrertly utHin the blnod aad mucoiiB lurracra of tk
Pendleton D. Norton, Kunene R. Norton
ceau
IVffitlmoiualB
sent frt't. 1'rtva
Gray, all of his iuai(l his friends
throw fvntai.
notify this office promptly Earnest 'Carruth, Lawrence C. A.TlbbivrsoN.
Rockefellor doesn't reply to
battle. Bold by all liniKRiMa.
T.
Jenkins. N. M.
Hail Family Fills lur conitlpatloo.
'lake
!iim off.
his criticizers, Silence golden and they will be corrected.
Reifister.
gjn '
?
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POT

SPIRIT

A HIDDEN DANGER
It Is a duty of
the kldnevs to rid
the blood of urlet
acid, an Irritating
poison that IB con-1-,
stantly forming In-- 8

Nineteen

A."

.J

dizziness,
gravel,
urinary
troubles,
weak eyes, dropsy
or heart disasa.
Sidney
Doan's
Pills ftVp the kld-!!- .
fight off uric
acid brinelnz new
strength to weak kidneys and relief from backache and urinary Ills'.

A

LATEST
NOT

I it

N

COIFFURES

IN

Montana Cn

Styles Call, for Perfect
Neatness and theHlghestForm of
Uppearancfecr
d

HrXsJitl-'rtiae.-'-

Bait Coach Syrup. Tariaa Oood.
la Urns. Sold k DracrUte.

York

I'm

i.raj.iiiH!ri.wwrp
SHE KNEW.

they shine with brushing.

"Big men are the best lovers."
"How do you figure that?"
"Why, they're so demonstrative

their

In

"Nevor Judge a lover by his slgna."
Army Officer Mustn't Umpire.
It Is found In the army that it will
not do to let officers act as umpires
In ball games and orders have been
Issued to forbid it. It seems that the
flayers take advantage of the great
American baseball player's right to
abuse the umpire, and it Is found that
It destroys the army discipline, when
the umpire Is an officer, to have privates call him such names as "mutt,"
"bone-head,- "
etc.
DREADED

TO EAT.

A Quaker Couple's Experience.

How many persons dread to eat
their meals, although actually hungry
nearly all the time!
Nature never Intended this should
be bo, for we are given a thing called
appetite that should guide us as to
what the system needs at any time
and can digest.
But we get in a hurry, swallow our
food very much as we shovel coal into
the furnace, and our sense of appetite
becomes unnatural and perverted.
Then we eat the wrong kind of food
or eat too much, and there you are
Indigestion and Its accompanying miseries.
A Phlla. lady said:
"My husband and I have been sick
and nervous for 15 or 20 years from
drinking coffee feverish, indigestion,
totally unfit, a good part of the time,
for work or pleasure.
We actually
dreaded to eat our meals. (Tea is
Just as Injurious, because it contains
caffeine, the same drug found in coffee.)
"We tried doctors and patent medicines that counted up into hundreds
of dollars, with little If any benefit
"Accidentally, a small package of
Postum came into my hands. I made
some according to directions, with
surprising results. We both liked it
and have not used any coffee since.
"The dull feeling after meal has
left us and we feel better every way.
We are so well satiafled with Postum
that we recommend it to our friends
"who have been made sick and nervous
and miserable by coffee." Name given upon request Read the little book,
"The Road to Wellville," in pkgs.
Postum now comes in concentrated,
powder form, called Instant Postum.
It is prepared by stirring a level
in a cup of hot water, adding
sugar to taste, and enough cream to
bring the color to golden brown.
Instant Postum is convenient;
there's no waste; and the flavor is
always uniform. Sold by grocers
p
tin 30 cts.,
tin 60 cts.
trial tin mailed for grocer's
stamp for postage.
name and
Postum Cereal Co, Ltd., Battle Creek,
Mica. Adv.

ul

60-cu-

100-cu-

fF

Any hint

AM

of untidiness is not tolerated.

All Is

wrought out with very evident care.
In fact, to be fashionable these days
one must be willing to care for every
detail of the toilet.
The pretty coiffure pictured here
shows three coils made of loosely
braided hair, pinned across the back
of the head and extending to the nape
of the neck. A little fringe about the
face Is curled into ringlets. These are
flattened at the sides and pinned with
invisible wire pins. There are a few
loose curls over the forehead.
The
hair Is parted at the side and Is quite
plain on the crown of the head. When
a middle part is used the hair is
waved more.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
EVERY DESCRIPTION

IN

THE

C01FFLME

By No Means Advisable to Keep
8ame" Arrangement for All

the

Occasions.

"'X

'

All the new eolffe's;'arech'atriJAg
from at least one, paint of v,Ww. They
are dressed ..with
to giving
their wearers bl
appearance. Little flufflness and absolutely
no frowstness is hinted at in the close,
compact and graceful models displayed by the designers of coiffures.
In the majority of them the hair Is
colled and pinned close to the bead.
Loose waves and ringlets appear, but

Ktr?tllr
Naw

CO.. Buffalo.

order to use them for the purpose
'
Just mentioned.
It appears as though no gown nowadays is complete without some form
ot sash. A square of embroidery often
finishes the sash end.
CHANGES

oirnr

FOJTEft-MILBUR-

IN

MANY 8EASON8 HAVE
DESIGNS, BEEN SURPASSED.

Mfl. B. S. Andtvwa, HB1 Blrtith Aymioo.
Fulls, Mont., 8Ti! "Mr limbs, hands (nilOmit
Dwame wa Sttollrn I couldn't (land. I wnfort
In
amnr with the pain. 1 wassort1iicr4 In weight
toijr jrarmenta Jtiat hnnf on m, and I bad alvon
np In dxapalr. ixian'i Rldnojr Pllla cured ma
compMniy. and
hanalapagd wltliout
theallghtagt return of lb a troable."
Get Doan's at Any Stora, 60s a Bos

DOAN'S

Million Dollars Expended
In Fight Against the

Dread White Plague.
La.

Ida.

When the kid- fall, nrl Holrl
causes rheumatic

FORMALITY.

Last Year

t.'

bAVa

TUBERCULOSIS WAK

IN

Do not cling to the same way of

dressing your hair regardless of the
changes wrought by time. The way
to fool your public is to change the
coiffure to meet changed conditions.
Visit a hairdresser who understands
lines and pay her to teach you a becoming method. The hair you hare
left will thrive better if you wear it
one way in the morning and rest (he
strain by another Coiffure for night
Attractiveness is not the only thing
to be consulted the coffure must be
suited to your age.-- : A too youthful
way ot wearing the. hair Is a pitiful
travesty on youth and makes one look
far' older. Hair that has thinned Is
better disguised by a loose, Simula
arrangement of one's own hair than
by striving to heavily bolster It Hair
that is losing its lustre or graying is
not Improved by dyes, which qulclily
ruin the quality and reduce the quantity of what hair one has. Slmpllcltj
Is shown in the latest way of wearing
the hair. It your locks grow thickly and you want to be fashionable, do
away with all knots,, twists and loops,
and make your head as smooth and
round as nature made it
To achieve this 'effect brush the
hair smoothly back' and turn under
the ends so the hair, is an even thickness everywhere. Sometimes a front
or side parting is made and the hair
may be pushed into an oblique sort of
ridge from crown ot head to nape of
neck. The only break in this smoothness is three short curls pinned to
hang on the neck.
. For the woman of thin locks to attempt such simplicity would be folly,
and even thick hair will not look Its
best unless it be made soft, fluffy and
lustrous with much brushing. If the
hair lies too flat to be becoming it
may have to be brushed back over a
low roll of tulle to. match.

SIMPLE

FLOWER-PO- T

COVER

Cardboard Bhape to Fit Around the
Receptacle Is Easily Made and
Embroidered.
During the winter months, when
fresh flowers are expensive and difficult to obtain,, ferns generally taki
their place, so that at this period, suggestions for easily made flower pot
covers should be more than ever wel;
come.
With most covers, a cardboard
shape to fit round the pot has to be

Nearly 119,000,000 was spent In the
campaign. In the
unltel States during the year 1912, ac
cording to the fourth annual statisti
cal statement of expenditures In this
movement Issued by the National Association for the Study and Prevention
of Tuberculosis.
The expenditures
luring the year for sanatorium and
hospital construction and treatment
make the largest single item in the
total, amounting to nearly $16,805,000.
Thla is an Increase of yearly $5,000,-00over the same group of expenditures for .the year 1911. The antituberculosis associations and committees spent over $765,000, while dispensaries and tuberculosis
clinics
spent over $500,000.
Over $415,000
was spent for the maintenance and
establishment of open-ai- r
school and
fresh air classes, which is more than
double the amount spent for this purpose in 1911. Official, state and municipal expenditures outside of the
maintenance of institutions, which are
included In the other totals, amounted .to $280,000. In addition to these
figures, about $500,000 was spent by
hospitals for Insane and penal Institutions in caring for their tuberculosis
0

Inmate.

RASH ALMOST COVERED FACE
Warrenvllle, O. "1 have felt the
effects of blood poisoning for eighteen
years. I was never without some eruptions on my body. The terrible itching caused me much suffering and dis
comfort, while the rubbing and
scratching mide It worse. Last spring
I had a terrible breaking out of blls- tery sores on my arms and limbs. My
face and arms were almost covered
with rash. - I could not sleep and lost
nineteen pounds In live weeks. My
face was terribly red and sore, and
felt as If my-skl- n
was on fire. At last
I tried a sample of Cutlcura Soap and
Cutlcura Ointment and I found them
so cool, soothing and healing, that I
got some Cutlcura Soap, Cutlcura
Ointment, and Resolvent.
I bathed
with hot water and Cutlcura Soap,
then I applied the Cutlcura Ointment
very night for two months, and I am
cured of all akin eruptions."- - (Signed)
Mrs. Kathryn Krafft, Not. 28, 1911.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample ot each
.
free, with
Skin Book. Address
post-car"Cutlcura, Dept L, Boston."
8Z-p-

d

Adv.

-

Early Training.
Willis Is that new young preacher
yon hired fresh from college up to
dateT
Gillls You bet He called out the
Easter choir squad last Sunday, and
has ordered, practice behind closed
doors. Puck.
Question.
"Now a bit Chicago firm complains
that its girls will not stay single."
"Well, will they stay married V

.Her Limitations.
"Can you cook on an emergency T"
"No, sir; but I can on a gas stove."
s
Fully
of what the average
man says Is of no consequence.
two-third-

"Will you take my card to your slatell her I would like to
speak to her on a very Important mat-

ter and
ter?"

"You'll probably have to take is np
with her secretary."
Wanted to Compromise.
conMr.' Levi is a
scientious man, an example of what
Maeterlinck calls "our anxious morality." But he is also German, and
spends the pennies hard. He has a
hired man who says, "Mr. Levi '
queer; he wants me to work all the
time he has me hired for." Mr. Levi
also has a young horse that balks. "If
you would Just let me take a whip
to him oncet" the hired man expostulated, exasperated and yet dominated
by the other's point of ' view. Mr.
Levi looked at him uneasily; stood
first on one foot, and then on the
other. "Ain't .there nothin' else you
could be doln'?" he asked, "till he gets
ready to start?"
kind-hearte-

No Money, No Marriage.
"A fortune teller told me that you
are going to marry me," said the
young man with the prominent
socks.
"Did she also tell you that you are
going to Inherit a very large fortune?" inquired the girl with the matted hair.
"She" didn't say anything about a
fortune."
"Then she is not much of a for
tune-telleand you had better not
place any reliance in anything she
says." Washington Herald.
r,

A Tub of Rosewater.
The small son of Victor Rosewater
was desirous of sailing boats in the
bathtub of the Rosewater home.
"You cannot," said Mrs. Rose-water. "Father is taking a bath Just
now."
"Why is father taking a bath?" de
manded the boy.
"Why do you take a bath?" coun
tered Mrs. Rosewater.
"Because I have to," replied the son.
Saturday Evening Post.

Improved Borne.
The Wife Don't you think mar
riage has improved you, dear?"
The Husband Sure thing. I was
an idiot when I married you.
Wizard of Finance.
"Would you stick to your husband
if he stole a million dollars?"
"If he succeeded In keeping it"
.

OF BELT

From Severe Plainness to

the Utmost
Elaboration This Ornamentation Is
Notloed Now.

"Be Chummy"

Belts are back. By belts one means
every sort of belt, sash, or girdle. Possibly this universal wearing of some
kind of saBh or belt may be reminiscent of the DIrectoire period, when the
dandy of that epoch made a very noticeable point of his sash, usually of
the military type, but always extremely ornamental.
Many of the sashes of satin and velvet are either embroidered at the end
In flat satin stitch in two tones ot silk
or are edged with deep silk of bullion
fringe. Fringe, In fact, plays a very
conspicuous part in the ornamentation
of the belt, and seerns for the present
to have taken the place of the once
favorite tassel.
To wear with the cutaway coats that
are now so modish comes the waistcoat belt, which is really part of the
coat itself. Often enough this high
belt, which Is about five inches in
depth, is ot brocaded satin of contrasting tones to the skirt. To finish some of the newest gowns
In cloth appears the folded velvet belt,
finishing at the left side with one long
pointed end. Three small buckles of
plaited taffeta, fixed respectively at
the end of the belt and half-wadown
the skirt are distinguishing features
of this belt and give the little touch
of novelty that is always welcome.
Many of the long ends that fall from
the waist to the hem ot the skirt are
used for fixing the new draperies in
place and are invariably caught down
either by a tancy buckle or a knot of

With Your Stomach

made first, and this is no difficult matter. A piece of. fairly thick cardboard should be cut out in the shape
shown in diagram A,' and bent round
until the edges overlap for about a
quarter ot an Inch, ' they can then
be secured together with three or four
small paper fasteners in the manner
illustrated by diagram B.
In order to obtain the exact else of
the cardboard, it is a good plan tc
make a rough pattern with brown paper and fit It round the pot. It can
then be laid upon the board, and the
size and shape marked out by running
a piece of pencil round th edge of
the paper.
With the cover from which our
sketch was drawn, the cardboard was
smoothly covered with dull green silk
and bound at the upper and lowei
edges with silver braid, and further
ornamented with two rowa of ven
narrow braid to match, carried inU
loops pointing upwards and down
.
silk.
s :
The new draperies seem to demand wards In the way Indicated la the U.
the end of the sash at the front in lustration.

Take good care of the digestion-h- elp
the liver and bowels when neces
sary, and if there is any weakness at
any time fake a short coarse of

TOSTETTEl'S
STOMACH BITTERS

-

right away.

It will help your stomach
"come back," relieve such ills as Loss
of Appetite,

Gas on Stomach, Heartburn, Belching, Indigestion,

lion, Bilionsness, Sick Headache, Colds,
.Grippe, Efalarid, Fever and Ague, and
Improve your health In general.
KEEP A BOTTLE

HOY ILL THE

TIIIE

PHI

Constipation
Vanisnes Forever

FOR

THE WORK OF 1913

Prompt Relief

Permanent Cure

LAKItK 5 UTILE
LIVER PILLS never
faiL Purely vegeta-

CITY BUILDING,

RAILWAY BUILD.
INQ AND FARM OPERATIONS
IN WESTERN CANADA,
BIGGEST EVER.

Th machinery, the money and the
men for carrying on the big works In
Western Canada in 1913 are already
provided for. The splendid harvest
which was successfully garnered, and
by this lime mostly marketed, re
sponded to the big hopes that were
had for It early In the season, and Inspired capitalists . and railroads to
and building.
further Investment
From lake ports to mountain base
..there will be carried on the biggest
operations in city building and railway construction that has ever taken
place in that country. The Canadian
Pacific railway has everything In
waiting to continue their great work
of double tracking the system and bj
the time the Panama Canal is open to
traffic there will be a double line of
teel from Lake Superior to the Pacific coast
The cost will exceed
thirty million dollars. The Grand
Trunk Pacific plan of building a first-clas- s
trunk line and then feeders at
various points will be carried forward
with all the force that great company
can put into the work. The Canadian
Northern is prepared to put into motion all the energy that young giant
of "iance and railroad building can
put into various enterprises of providing and creating transportation facili'
ties.
Building operations in the several
cities, that have already marked
themselves a place In the list of successful and growing cities, will be
carried on more largely than ever.
Schools, public buildings, parliament
buildings, colleges, business blocks,
apartments, private residences, banks,
street and other municipal improvements have their appropriation ready,
and the record of 1913 will be something wonderful. Other places which
are towns today will make the rapid
strides that are expected and will become cities. There will be other Edmontons, Calgarys, Reglnas and Saskatoons, other places that may in
their activity help to convince the
outer world of the solidity and permanency of the Canadian West. The
country is large and wide and broad
and the ends of its great width and
length are but the limits of its agricultural area Its people are progressive, they are string, there is no
enervation there. The country teems
with this life, this ambition, this
fondness to create and to . use the
forces that await the settler. If they
come from the South, and hundreds
of thousands of them have, they are
now the dominant men of the North,
and they have Imbibed of the spirit
of the North. Therefore it is fair to
say that bo portion of the continent
will show such wonderful results as
Western Canada, and the year 1913
will be but the beginning of a wonderful and great future. And in this
future the 200,000 Americans who
made It their home, and those who
preceded them, will be & considerable
portion of the machinery that will be
used in bringing about the results
predicted.
The development of 1913 will not
be confined to the prairie provinces.
Railway building and city building in
British Columbia will be supplement
ed by the farm, the ranch and the
orchard building of that province.
Vancouver will make great strides In
building, and Victoria, the staid old
lady of so many years, ' has already
shown signs of modem ways, and if
the progress madS In 1912 may be accepted as anything like what It will
be In 1913, there will be wonderful
developments
"During last
there.
year the permits went over the ten
million dollar mark and much more if
promised for he year now entered
upon. Advertisement.

act surely
but gently on
tne nver.
Stop after
dinner
Die
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improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
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Timely.
,i
Joseph Ettor, addressing the Little
Falls strikers, cracked a timely Joke.
"Let us emulate the firmness of the
millionaire class," he said. "Our millionaires, you know, swear off at the
beginning of each year, and infallibly
keep their pledge."
"Aw, whata do they swear off?" a
striker Incredulously demanded.
"They swear off their personal property tax!" was the reply.

BROOM CORN
Growers Shipping
Broom Corn

As the growers of broom corn are areat-l- y
dissatisfied with the prlc-- offered at
home for their broom com, many of them
are now shipping direct to Coyne Broth-erChicago, who are large handlers of
broom corn on commission. Thia firm report their receipts
o far this sea. on
about 150 cars, most of wli'rh have
sold and returned for. Their financial
reaponslblllty exceeds
1iO,(M) one hundred thousand dollars. They are a safe
and reliable Arm. Thev offer as reference Farmers' State ilanU, Texhoma,
Important fo Mothers
Okla., and Central Exchange
BRnk,
Examine carefully every bottle of Woodward, Okla.
Other reference furCASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for nished on application. Coyne Bros., 1'K)
Infants and children, and iee that It W. South Water St., Chicago, 111. Adv.
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Stops Coughs-Cur-
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Signature
In Use For Over 30
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
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Great Effects.
"What Is that terrible noise?" asked
the pedestrian.
"That," replied the policeman, "Is
caused by an ordinary one cent safety
pin sticking into a $3,000,000 baby."

Dr. Pierce's Pellets, "mail,

augur-coate-

If a man didn't have a wife he
ably wouldn't know that he had

Oliver

prob-

If you wanf a man to deliver the
goods, employ one who doesn't talk.

I

nunr---
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a

tm

price
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SUPERIOR QUALITY.

CANADA'S OFFERING
THE SETTLER
THE AMERICAN RUSH TO

fit STERN

lf!?i'aTJNa
a

(l

CANADA

IS INCREASING
Free Homestead!
In the nw Districts of
Alunluitiii,

I

Bus kale he-- J

Alberta there
t hun mind a of Free
wjrZtZ ar
IJomesUMidslpft,
0D

aDti
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These Gridiron Days.
Miss Culchaw Do you like the
"Passing of Arthur?"
Mr. Chump I'm not up on football
players. What tear Is he on?

easy to lake as candy, regulate aud Invigorate stomach, liver and bowels and cure
Adv.

'

onncei

he pucka

only U
19

which
him uiitn uiDiintrniry
In 8 vcura time will be
worth from 120 to 126 per
j pcro,
'i nose lanan aro
W f It
f
rliiDU'd Ut arain
growing aiid cattle raising.
EXCKLLENT BAILHAT

Bliss ion.

Borlul Conditions
Tns Amnrlcan Scttlorlsatboms
In WeHiprn Canada. lJeliDcita
stranger In a Rtrnnue land, bar-Ina nillllon of hla own
people already aettled thrre. If
ou nesire to mow wliy thaeon-Itlo- n
or tliitranudlnnB.'ttlerlB
nmpon,n wrllo and auod for
uiraiurt, raLea, ou., lo

that?

Patrice . I knlckerbocker poodle.
Patience A knlckerbocker podle?
Patrice Yes; don't you notice his
short pants?
Its Style.
"I want a light fruit lunch."
"How would some electric currents
do?"

PltlLTTIH

In tnnny cokos the rnllwoyt in
have boon buiit In advance of ar'tilrmont. and In a
short time there will not bo a
Settler who need bo mora than
ton or twolre nil ten from a line
of ra Iway. Kullway Knten are
reauiaioa bj UuTerumunL Com- Cnnutlu

Not a Complaint.
"Well, Oscar, wi ought to get In
"Well, It's Impossible to please
that picture also,, 1 should think."
everybody In this world, Isn't It?"
"No, you needn't be on every plate.
"Can't say; I never tried It"
I took my camera along to have some
pleasant recollections of the trip."
Short of Breath.
Patience- - What sort of a dog is

'

Colds

es

bi-e-

TO DRIVE OUT MALARIA
ANU llt'lLUM'THK ITSTM
Take trie UI4
OKUV H ft T AMTKI.hWS
rilll.r, TONIC!, Htandird
roil know what Tan are taking.
The formula la plainly prints on ererr bottle.
how-InIt ttftlmplr Qnlnlne and Iron In a taatoleei
form, and the mnnl efTrctnal form. aor grown
people ana children. Ml eent. At.

ALWAYS RELIABLE?

ja)HgVft

3$

175

G. A. COOK.
mia. mnus cm,

w. im

m

Canadian OoTAmoient'Asrnta, or
of
addreaa Hiirlnten(lut

luinilBTatiou, Ottawa, Caa.aa.

W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.

InavaHM Mem
I will give you FREE a sample of Dr. Pierce' Pleasant Pellets that have brought
health and happiness to thousands also a book on any chronic disease requested.'
During many years of practice I have used numerous combinations of curative medicines for liver ills.
I have kept a record of the result in case after case,
so that my staff of physicians and surgeons, at the
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., are able to diagnose
and treat cases at a distance with uniform good results.
But for the, permanent relief of blood disorders and impurities, I can recommend my "Golden Medical Discovery"
a blood medicine without alcohol or other injurious ingredients.

Mr. New Wed A wife is a gift from
heaven. We get the sunlight and the
gentle ra'ln from heaven.
Mr. Old Wed And also the thunder
storms.

Sanctimonious Penny.
Jerome S. McWade. the millionaire
collector of Duluth, was appealing on
the Mauretanla for a seaman's fund.
Let the collection be gerrous." he
said. "We want none of the penny
and quarter parable here."
A penny and a Quarter, side bv side
in a pocket, fell Into conversation.
"I ni worth 25 of you " said the ouai
ter laughtlly.
"That's true." renlled the humble
penny, "but In one res Dec L sir. I'm
superior to yourself."
"Pshaw; how so?" said the Quar
ter.
"I go to church, sir. far. far oftener
than you," replied the penny.

R. V. PIERCE, M.D., Buffalo, N. Y.

Nature's Way Is The Best
Bnrlad dop in our Amarlcan foraat wa find blood root, quaen't root, manilraks
and tonaraot. aoldaa seal. Onwon araps root and chsrrrbark.
Of
Dr.
Plana mada a pura ilrurie extract which haa been ferorablr known for
He called It "GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY."
pjer forty reen.
Thi.
Diaeorerr" purifies the blood and tone np the atomach and the entire aratem in
Natnre'aown way. It'ajurt the ti.aue builder and tonic you require.

tb.

K. V.

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
has the endorsement of many thousands
that it has cured them of indigestion, dyspepsia and weak stomach, attended by sour
risings, heartburn, foul breath, coated tongue,

Collecting Antiquities.
Slopay received a card on which
was engraved: - "Professor
Bruce,
Antiquarian."
He knew no such person, so his curi
osity led him to receive him.
"What is your business, professor?"
he asked politely.
"I am a collector of antiquities," an
swered the old man.
"So I Imagined. And how can I
serve you?"
"By paying a deposit on this little
hill you have owed for more than
three rears."

poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stomach,
biliousness and kindred derangements of
the stomach, liver and bowels.

"in coughs and hoarseness caused by
bronchial, throat and lung affections, except
consumption, the 'Golden Medical Discovery' is a most efficient remedy, especially in those obstinate,
caused by irritation and congestion of the
bronchial mucous membranes. The 'Discovery is not so good for acute coughs
arising from sudden colds, nor must it be
hang-on-coug-

hs

expected to cure consumption in its advanced stages no medicine will do that
but for all the obstinate, chronic cough3,
which, if neglected, or badly treated, lead
up to consumption, it is the best medicine
that can be taken."

Sold in tablet or liquid form Sty all

principal dealers in medicines, or

stamps
send fifty
for trial package of tablets.
one-ce-

nt

To find out more about the above mentioned diseases and all about the body in health and disease,
get the Common Sense Medical Adviser the People's Schoolmaster in Medicine revised end
book of 1,008 pages.
sent postpaid on receipt of 31 cents in one-cestamps to
pay cost of wrapping and mailing only.
Address:
Cloth-boun-

d,

He's Not There.
Jimmy was sure he had something
the matter with him, so he went to
Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
see the doctor. His pulse was felt,
tongue
Bis
was examined, bin heart
was listened to, and his lungs were
thumped. He seemed to be sound.
"Do you sleep nights?" asked the
physlclm.
Took Load Off Mother's Mind.
"Yes but I don't enjoy my sleep."
Dora relumed unusu
at
rood' brltStr and faster colors th,n ny other dye. One !0c packa ire colon all fibn Therdysincoldwaterbetterthananrotrierdya
disturbs you?"
Your re
Jolor more
ferment without ripping apart. Write for Ires booklet How to Dye. Bleach and ' x Colors. MONROE DJUG COMPANV, Qeiaey, iH.
ally early from school the other day.
"Nothing, except I don't get any
She rang the door bell. There was no good out of sleeping. I go to sleep
Following Orders.
answer. She rang again, a little the minute I hit the bed and the minDoctor (to Mrs. J., whose husband
longer. Still there was no response. A ute I'm awake I have to get up. How
Has he had any lucid
third time she pushed the button, long can a fellow enjoy his sleep when be Is Very 111)
COLLEGE AKtlOUriCEMENT
satisfies millions
intervals T
and hard. Nobody came to the door. doesn't know It?"
Darhrto k taker ChiroDractic toilette Chartered- Mrs. J. 'E's 'ad nothlnk except
Then she pressed her nose a&atnst
Now OIM.Q to rtTtttve fctuutuia. Hlantia.ro' and
your
Worth
whirs
to
test
It
what you ordered, doctor.
couth. Toiieae home fully ana
the window screen and in a shrill
Qaln.
Public Would
neatly equipped, and cvueti by me association.
voice, which carried to the ears of
Irruia reasonable, W rIM lor catalogue, or
"In looking over this paper I find
llarkel 414. Ofttce, School and
very neighbor on the block, called: that Mr. Proscklyeswlcs Iguallncsln-sk- i
fibone 6Jb
ttouth Emporia, Wichita, Kansaa
"It's all right, mamma. I ain't the
And a baby would rather go to
Wtnskad-dlakowsand Miss Maloonloocek.
Installment man!"
are engaged to be married." sleep than listen to a lullaby.
V3 buy or sell
very glad to hear
am
"I
The Infant Terrible.
SSSD, H. Ttamtar an Clorer arises,
"Why? What Interest have you la M ALTaLra
At all points
M. WIH.hlpe.0. A. rarnis tor aale and nat oa
"Mr. Lilsbeau, is it true that you It? Do you know them?"
got
enough
sense
In
to
come
hain't
Bold In airtight tins only
WRJTK US
"No, but I consider It a matter for
out of the raluT"
back-bite- r
J. H. TURNER
public rejoicing that these two names
on
say
Turn
the
and
It
"Yes, Miss Kitty; you must always are to be made one." Stray Stories.
to his face.
WICHITA, KANSAS
believe what papa tells you."
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No matter what happens, the
penders a man wears are never
tirely free from responsibilities.

When your
doesn't sty,

susen-

hair starts going It
"A.U wolf."
It says

Im&m ifflte to a
a tf n

I
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ro county, showed a small increase,
and a slightly Increased output of the
precious metals was also derived from
siliceous
the gold and
and copper ores of' the Lordsburg and
Central districts, Grant county. The
reopened copper mines at San Pedro,
Santa Fe county, added to tho output
of gold and silver.
The increase In the copper output
came chiefly from the operations of
the Chino Copper Company, which is
mining a low grade copper deposit at
Santa Rita by steam shovels. This ore
is concentrated at Hurley, where a
plant has been completed In
five sections, two sections being in operation at the beginning of .the year
1912 and the ether three being successively placed In operation during
the year, the last being completed in
December. The public report of this
company for nine months of the year
shows un output of 17,902,587 pounds
of copper, and the output for the la3t
three months was approximately
pounds. The secend copper district in Importance was the Lordsburg
district, with an Increased output for
1912. Tho Burro Mountain district,
where much development work haa
been done during tho last six years,
The copper
made a small output.
mines and smelter at San Pedro, Santa Fe county, were reopened in August and operated throughout the rest
of the year.
The lead output of Now Mexico
conies chiefly from the shipments of
lead ore and concentrates from the
lead-zindeposits at Kelly, Socorro
county, but there were also increased
shipments of lead ore from the Cooks
district, Luna county.
Shipments of zinc sulphide ore and
concentrates from Kelly were, about
the same In quantity as In 1911, but
tlioso of zinc carbonate decreased.
. '." his district yields the greater part
of the zinc output of New Mexico. In
January, 1912, the zinc deposits at
Hanover, Grant county, were reopened, after being idle for a year,
and zinc concentrates and ore were
shipped from Pines Altos, Grant
"
county.
g
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Burred Talked Good Roada to Darning.
Deming.
B. H. Uurrell, of the U. S.
office of public roads, lectured here
In the atternoon and was prevailed
upon to deliver the lecture again In
The lecture was Illusthe evening.
trated by stercopticon views, selected
with a view of illustrating right methods of constitution of roads, and also
the great savings to the community
resulting from good roads. Mr. Bur-relaid especial stress in the beginning of bis lecture upon the desirability of capitalizing the scenery of
ll

.

Boy 19 Weds Hia Stepmother, 22

Arch-peolog-

luary

21st.

Jefferson City, Mo. Governor Her--'
S. Hadley of Missouri, in his
final message to the legislature, recommended a state Income tax, which
would make possible a reduction In
:
the general property tax.'
.
The governor also urges home rule
for the three large cities of the state,
...;
i V-- ' : I vs.
I :i.
with the proviso that police and excise officials be rubject To removal by
I
the governor. Quoting directly from
the message:
"There. Is no more Important problem of government before the American people than the problem of the
government of the cities, and If this
problem Is ever to be satisfactorily
'1
solved, the people of tha large cities
must provide good government for
themselves, rather ' than have it provided fcr them by some outside authority."
The Australian ballot and a reduction In the number or elective officers
1
ia urged, as la the Oregon plan of
, ,
r,M,,j n
electing United States senators.
The governor gives a great deal of
attention to corporation matters, saying that if party pledges for the creation of a pub'.lo service corporation
commission are carried out, there will
be less need than formerly for laws
regulating railroads.
The governor recommends the es-t- !
blishment of t. . state tuberculosis
commission, a tuberculosis hospital at
the state penitentiary, and a law re-- ,
quiring all dairy cows to be InspectThe new Malnka seismograph presented to the New' York Academy cl ed before their miuL Is sold.
Sciences by Emerson McMilUu, the largest Instrument of the kind In the
Regarding the commission form of
world.
government the message Sflys:
"The conduct of municipal affairs
Is more a. matter of business manageBIG STEAMER ASHORE IN A FOG A PRISON CAR USED
ment than of anything else. The experience, of other states that have
Three Jollet Convicts Stole Automo- provided for the commission form of
PASSENGERS OF THE URANIUM
bile and Got Away Making Their
government leaves no: room for doubt
RESCUED. IN LIFEBOATS.
.
Way Toward Gary, Ind.
as to the advisability of an act giving
authority to the cities of this state
c
Vessel Struck on Rocks
Jollet, 111.1 The three convicts who to provide this form of government
Near Halifax Women and Chilstole a motor car In the prison yard In place of the present antiquated,
dren First in Rescue.
and escaped from the state peniten- inefficient system."
tiary here abandoned their car at
Halifax, Nova Scotia. The steamer Sherburnville, 111., at 8 o'clock at
Uranium of the Uranium Steamship night and started for Gary, Ind., on EIGHT SAVED AS BY A MIRACLE
Company, bound from Rotterdam for foot, according to a message received.
Halifax and New York, stranded on Deputy Sheriff Riley of Kankakee Wrecked Newfoundland
Fishermen
a reef lnnhick. weather near the
county telephoned Warden Murphy
Pulled Up a
Cliff In a
headlight station, nine miles
of Jollet penitentiary that the men
Furious Gale.
Halifax, and was still held fast had been seen by a farmer who diIn the grip of the rocky shore at last rected them to Gary.
St.
Johns,
Newfoundland. Eight
accounts. The 880 passengers, 100 of
Riley reported that the farmer was shipwrecked fishermen, held captive
them. In the cabin and the rest In the hailed by the men, who were standing on a narrow shelf of rock, their bodies
steerage, were taken off the steamer by the car which had "broken down.. lapped by the angry sea, were hauled
by the government
steameT Lady The farmer did not observe the prison back to life over the sheer 300-foLaurier and a small fleet of harbor uniforms, owing to the darkness. The Aubois cliff near here.
Fleher folk from a hamlet on the
craft and were landed safely in men asked him various questions
Halifax.
about the road and
nally started cliff let down a rope to the Imperiled
Although surf boats-hato be used toward Gary.
The carols positively men and one. by one they were pulled
In transferring the hundreds of pas- Identified as that of Prison Account- up the Jagged side of the rock, the gale
beating them against the cliff In a last
sengers to the rescue ships, the work ant Loomls by Its number, 1306.
furious 'attempt to keep them from
was safely accomplished and not a
cheating the storm.
life was lost;
Several were unconscious when they
Captain Eustace and his crew re- NEW YORK BANK'S BIG EARNINGS
reached the top of the cliff, but all will
mained aboard ship, which was hang'
ing by its bow on the reef. The can-tai- n First National Paid One Dividend of rocover.
The
men
were
rescued
126
hopes to get the steamer off at
members"
of
Cent,
Says
Per
Its
r
the crew of .the fishing schooner Evelow water soon.
Chairman.
The escape of a
lyn, which was dashed to pieces on
vessel from such a predicament generally is made at high water, but the
Washington, D. C Geo. F. Baker, the ledges off shore before daybreak.
captain believes the weight of the
chairman of the board of the First The little crew managed to man a boat
of the steamer will gradually National bank of New York, told the and put for shore. As they rowed the
drag the Uranium free as the tide IJuJo committee how he, J. P. Morgan wind suddenly switched and carried
their boat out of Its course, The boat
goes down.
and their associates
control great
money and credit, reserves. He told was thrown upon a narrow ledge at
the foot of the cliff.
SUNDAY
SCHOOL GIRLS ROB of the First National's huge earnings
dividends of $22,000,000 or 226 per
OKLAHOMA WRECK
In, Two Months a Denver Band Stole cent the last four" years, and yearly ICE CAUSED
dividends ranging from 20 per cent
More Than $1,000 Worth .of
to 12G per cent. That the bank or- When Frleco Trains Collided at Mil-fa-y
Jewelry.
ganized the First Security companj
Twenty-Eigh- t
Persons
Denver. Four Sunday school girls, to own' stock, whose ownership was
Were Injured.
ranging In ages from 8 to 10 years, con- forbidden the bank by national bankfessed to Juvenile Judge LIndsey that ing laws, was also told by the witMllfay, Ok. Twenty-eigh- t
persons
they are a part of a band of girls wh( ness. He denied that was "illegal " were Injured, none seriously, when
have been robbing fashionable homes
two St. Louis & San Francisco pasIn Denver in the last two months.
senger trains collided' head-on- .
The
THE
CASH
PROBE
TRUST
DEFIED
More than $1,000 worth of Jewelry, it
trains were northbound No. 408 and
Is estimated by the officers, has been
southbound No. 707.
The accident
stolen by the children. When arreaie'l A Canker of New York Cited for Con- was caused by the inability of. the
by a Juvenile court officer one girl,
tempt by the Pujo
porter of tho northbound train to
who says she Is the leader, had In her
Committee.
throw a switch, which was held fast
possession a promissory note for 300
by the Ice on the track. The engineer
and a $2Q bill. The frirls were conWashington. Because he refused to on the sounthbound train saw the
fined la the Home of the Good Shep- plve to
the house money trust com- green light on the switch and supherd In Denver,
mittee the names of 24 national benk posed the track was clear.
officers who profited In a syndicate
FELL INTO A HIGH SMOKESTACK
lornied to market the Hock of iha FLOOD DAMAGE AT CINCINNATI
.
California
Company,
Petroleum
Concrete Base Had to Be Dynamited Oorge (J. Henry of clmon & Co.,
Hundred Persons Temto Rescue Two Kansas
New 'Vork bankers, was certitled to Twenty-Flv- e
porarily Homeless In City and SuWorkmen.
the
of the h.wre for
burbs Large Property Loss.
The full bank!tip and currency
Concordia, Kan. While- two ' em- commisia'on - voted uninlmously for
Cincinnati, Ohio. The Ohio river
ployes of the Concordia Electric Light tht'ritfon.
passed the
stage here and conCompany were., erecting a large
tinued to rise steadily at the rate of
smokestack a platform gave way on
Fire Loss of $2,000,0!0.
two Inches an hour. . In
the Interior of the stack and the men '
Calgnry, Alberta The packing plant parts of the city and In Dayton, Newt
feet, lighting- on a confell
of P: J! urns & Company was destroyed port and Covington, suburbs across
crete base. The men were injured
and the en lire base of the by flro herp. The loss,. Including meat the river in Kentucky, 3,500 persons
smokestack bad to. be 'blasted away In cold storage, probablv Mil be In have been made temporarily homebefore medical attention of any kind excess of $2,000,000. On account of less by the InVadlng waters. In the
could be given them. Two weeks ago the low water pressure, the Are de Kentucky towns, achoolhousei and
a heavy wind blew- - the tack dwvii pactment was unable to 4o effective jhurches have been thrown open and
ork and at a lata hour the lira was ire filled with refugees. - The property
when; It was nearly 'on hundred -- feet
'"
still ' raging.
tost will reach, into tht thousands.
high, bul Injured no one
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Governor McDonald has appointed L.
Waters Kingdom, of Clayton, Union
county, and Robert Emmet McCabe, of
Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, notaries public.
The efforts of the Chamber of Commerce of Santa Fe to organize a state
wide Boosters' Association, meets with
the endorsement of every city, village
and town in the state.
The work on the extension of
Qunnah, Acme & Pacific Is getting
along nicely. The rails have been
laid several miles out of Paducah, and
they are rushing the work as fast as
possible.
State Engineer French stated that
tha work on the road from Las Cruces
to Organ, in Dona Ana county, will
likely be started at once. ' This road
Is to be twelve miles long and Is of
vast Importance to residents In the
Estancia valley.
Articles ot Incorporation of the Pecos Valley. Alfalfa Farms Company ot
Colorado were filed In the ofllce of
the state corporation commission at
Santa Fe. The new company has its
New Mexico offices In Carlsbad, Eddy
county, and names Henry H. Glesoker
statutory agent. It Is capitalized it
$1,500,000 and hiis a paid in capital oil
f 1,300,000.
Joe Howard of Portales and E. R,
Dennis and J. H. Prltchard of Clovls
were painfully hurt and narrowly escaped boing killed when an auto In
which they were driving, ten miles
southeast of Albuquerque plunged into
a deep arroyo where the" men expect
ed to find a bridge which had been recently moved further up the gulch. All
three men were fearfully shaken up
and badly cut and bruised about the
face and body. Howard having a section of his mouth and cheek torn off.
A farmer came into Las Vegas with
127 live turtles which he caught in the
streams in the Berrendo tracts. He
sold them to local Chinamen. They
ship a big part to El Paso to their
oriental brethern. They were mostly
of the hard shell variety.
Director of the United States Re-- "
clamatlon Service Newell made a talk
In El Paso In which he strongly urged
the business men to get together and
see to It that the acreage under the
Elephant Butto dam project be kept
out of the grasp of real estate sharks
who might make the undertaking
worthless. He said the thing to do
was to get the right man to till the

te

.

- The formality of the writ-te- a
consent of a special guardian to
be resorted to before county- - officials
would license Hedrlck Armstrong, 19
years old, to wed Mrs. Martha Margaret Armstrong, his stepmother, 22
years old. The huuband-fatbe- r
has
been dead about six months, after a
second marriage lasting less than a
year. The groom Is the son of Dr.
William Palmer Armstrong, formerly
a prominent sporting writer for a Chicago dally, whone mother, Mrs. Mary
fctewart Armstrong wan formerly editor of the Elite at Chicago and was soil.
Identified with prominent committees
Tributes to young men and especialon world's fair management.
ly the young men of New Mexico, were
itrlklng features of the addresses of
Ranches Change Hafids.
both the Hon. William C. McDonald,
Roswell. A deal has been closed governor of New Mexico, the "young
whereby Fred E. Baker of Kansas City state," and of the Hon, William H.
Pope, former chief Justice of New Mex-Irand Carl Adamson of this city,
and now United States district
the owners of the three big
sheep rancbos, lormerly owned by A. Judge at Sauta Fe when "The Fellow-hiClass? lieid their first annual bvi
D. Garrett & Co. ia thlo soctloa of
wet.
Hew Mexico,
t

Rociwell.-

State, Income Tax Recommended
and Home Rule for the Larger
Cities Favored.

-

A number of counterfeit nickles have
been circulated about Las Vegas.
A gas franchise was voted by the
citizens of Artesia, 184 for to 49
against the piopositton.
Clyde Clifton, who was brought
from Kelly in a precarious condition,
died at the Socorro hospital.
Clyde Slano was mysteriously shot
at Fort Sumner at the feed store which
he is running for Carl Gerhardt.
Wild turkey an aald to be plentiful this season, and the sports are after them In lively bunches now.
A number, of farmers living .guar
Jireh met at that place and organized
the Jireh Farmers Association.
Mounted Policeman J. H. Mcllughes
,
near
arrested Pedro Sto:lov9.
on the. charge of horse stealing.
One of the best prospects for oil In
the vicinity of Roswell is on the S. I.
Redfield place near Cumberland City,
south.
A plaster of Paris mold of an 1893
five-cepiece' was found In an old
house by Rev. Thomas Harwood of Albuquerque.
The year 1912 was a record breaker
In tho Carlsbad district. A quarter of
a mi'lion dollars was expended in Improvements and development.
The big state wide boosters meet
ing, which the Santa Fe Chamber of
Commerce has called for January 15th,
promises to be a great success.
William McMath. who for years has
conducted the largest dairy business in
northern New Mexico, has been miss
ing from Raton for several days.
The Santa F6 county rural school
exhibit will take place In the lecture
room of the School of American
In Santa Fe on Friday, Feb- -

URGES REFORMS

MISSOURI EXECUTIVE 8ENDS FINAL MESSAGE TO LEGISLATURE.

:

Many sheep are being marketed In
and abcut Roswell.
Work on the Clovlg hospital will be
started early In the spring.

gold in New Mexico, in 1912, accordby
ing to prcliminaiy
estimates
Charles V. Henderson of the United
Status Geological Survey at Washington, showed a uniall increase over tne
output of $762,808 lu 1911; the output
of silver an increase of about 150,000
ounces over the production of 1,354,540
ounces in 1911; lead an increase of
about 1,700,000 pounds from the ylelii
of nearly 3,000,000 pounds in 1911;
and copper an increase from 4,057,040
pounds in 1911 to about 23,000,000
pounds in 1912. Tho output of zinc
zuade little chance In 1912 from the
output of 10,237,170 pounds In 1911.
The increase in the value of copper
alono adds over $ i.OOO.Ooo to the value
of 'the output of New Mexico.
The output of gold and silver from
the cyanide plants at Mogollon, Socor-

New Mexico.

GOV. HADLEY

THE WORLD

IN BRIEF

Wlcn Nwpnper Union News Bervlc.
Sanlu Fe. The mine production of

silver-bearin-

IN

NEW MEXICO

BY

Figures for Mine Output of Gold,
Copper, Lead and Zino
Show Increase Over 1911.
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